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July 17, 1976
-VASES 0' LW+ — The Facts 0' Life musical aggregation presented one of the best programs the Murray-
Calloway County Fair has seen last night. A small spirited crowd gave the group a rare standing
 ovation
following the performance. Tonight will feature the big tractor pull at the fair. Also, unlimited ride tickets may be
purchased today for $2.
Staff Photos bv David HS
15' Per Copy One Section — 12 Pages
Children, Bus Driver Found
After Digging Way To Freedoin
LIVERMORE, Calif. (AP) —
Twenty-six children and their bus
driver — who authorities said were
abducted at gunpoint by three masked
gunmen — are safe and unhurt today
after digging their wey to freedom from
an underground quarry cavern where
they were imprisoned. -- -
A search was launched in the San
Francisco Bay area for "three heavily
armed white males," authorities said.
They saidthe three were in two Dodge
vans, one black and one white, both
with citizens band radio antennas.
There was no immediate word on
motive for the abduction late Thrsday
of the children and driver near the
small farming community of
Chowchilla, 95 miles south of here. The
children were first reported missing
after they failed to return home from a
swimming outing and their abandoned
school bus was located in a dry creek-
bed.
Bus driver Frank Edward Ray Jr.,
55. told authorities the bus was stopped
Thursday, afternoon by a van blocking
Southerners May Bolt Party In November
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Many
southerners will bolt the Democratic
party in November, leaders of the
antibusing movement here believe,
because Jimmy Carter ch9se Sen.
Walter Mondale of Minnesota as his
vice presidential running mate.
Sue Connor, president of Concerned
Parents, Inc., said Friday that many
long-time Democrats like herself who
may have supported Carter reluctantly
won't now because Mondale is too
liberal.
She said she believes they'll vote
Republican — either for Ronald
Reagan or President Ford.
"I kindly liked Jimmy Carter before
he picked Mondale," Jack Shore,
president of Union Labor Against
Busing said. "I don't care much for
Gerald Ford, and I believe if Reagan
gets the nomination thousands of people
will switch over and vote for Reagan,"
the leader of one of the largest an-
tibusing organizations added.
Conservative Democrats were turned
off by the closing prayer at the con-
vention delivered by the Rev. Martin
Luther King, Sr., Mrs. Connor said.
"The antibusing forces were stamped
out last night," she added. "You talk
about discriminating. There's many
people who choose their own religions.
That was probably the first time in
their life they had ever seen a minister
on national television who was
condemning people all in the name of
Jesus Christ."
Mrs. Connor, who said she planned to
"campaign against Carter but not for
anyone," added that she "probably
wound't vote for him" even if Carter
takes a "hard-core stand on forced
busing before November."
She claimed that because Carter "is
too liberal and the people backing
Carter are too liberal. . . many, many,
many-Democrats will vote for whatever
Republican is on the Nov.ember ticket."
Mrs. Connor predicted "violence,
violence, violence, with a capital V,"
when the second year of ccurt-
ordered desegregation begins here the
Common Types Of Poisoning Named
To make the summer more pleasant
and safe for the- "local citizens, the
Murray-Calloway County Poison
Control Center, has pointed out some of
the common types of poisoning en-
countered and ways to prevent them.
The Poison Control Center welcomes
any inquiries concerning toxic sub-
stances, call 753-5131, extension 3113,i
Cooking out is a favored leisSreftinie
activity, especially among campers,
and vacationers. Use of charcoal
briquets and a grill provides a con-
venient and pleasant method of
cooking. However, improper use of the
grill and charcoal can lead to disaster.
As charcoal burns a poisonous gas,
carbon monoxide, is given off. For this
reason, charcoal should always be used
out-doors or in a well ventilated area. It
j should never be used inside a tent or
camper as a source of heat.
In a closed urea, used but still bur-
ning charcoal can produce a lethal
concentration of carbon monoxide. The
toxicity of carbon monoxide results
from its impairing the oxygen supply to
body tissue.
The inherent danger from the toxiCity
of carbon monoxide is increased by its
being odorless and thus hard to detect.
Immediate symptoms of carbon
monoxide poisoning include a bright
cherry red coloring around the lips and
skin.
However, with chronic exposure to
small concentration other symptoms,
including p8112r and cyanosis, may be
manifest. Symptoms usually occur
immediately, but in most cases,
symptoms have occured as late as ite
days after exposure.
When carbon monoxide poisoning is
suspected, removing the victim from
the area of contamination and to an
area with an adequate oxygen supply is
most important. Further treatment is
supportive, keeping the victim quiet to
keep the body's demands for oxygen to
minimum, until the victim reaches the
hospital.
There are other common sources of
carbon monoxide. Any flame or
combustion device is likely to emit the
gas. An unvented natural gas or oil
heater may emit enough of this
poisonous gas to make the air in a small
room dangerous within a few minutes.
Heating stoves and furnaces with in-
sufficient drafts are sources as is a•
defective automobile exhaust system.
last week in August.
"The antibusing forces—not the
antibusing organizations— are more
determined than ever," she said.
Last year antibusing riots erupted
after the school term began with many
arrests and injuries in confrontations
between police and demonstrators.
Volunteers Sought
For Local Demos
-411eople who are willing to become
actively involved in the Democratic
Party in Calloway County are being
urged to express that interest so their
names will be available during the
upcoming party reorganization process
in December.
Mary Jane Littleton, chairman of the
Calloway County Democratic
Executive Committee, said an effort is
being made now to identify everyone
who wishes to become associated with
the county organization. She explained
that the Democratic Party in each
county in Kentucky will be reorganized
on the first Saturday in December.
"Groundwork for that reorganization
mast be laid early," she pointed out.
"Our goal is to make people aware of
the process and to enlist workers now so
that we can get the kind of participation
that will mean a stronger Democratic
Party in Calloway County."
The chairmanship and membership
of the county executive committee, as
well as all precinct positions, will be
determined during the December
reorganization, according to Mrs.
Littleton.
She invited those who desire to
become involved in Democratic Party
activities to call her at 753-5523 after 5
p.m. or to write to her at Box 506,
Murray.
the road.
"When the driver stopped, one
gunman carrie out toward the bus,"
'Alameda aunty Sheriff Thomas
Houchins told a news conference three
hours after the -children and driver
were found Friday night.
Houchins said Ray and the children
were herded into two vans with covered
windows and were driven to the
California Rock 6i Gravel Co. quarry
near Livermore, arriving about 3:30 a.
m.
They were forced to enter a small
underground cavern with .only a tiny
entry hole above, which the abductors
sealed with timber and steel, Houchins
said.
But all the children and the bus driver
managed to escape by digging their
way out through the bkpcked opening,
Houchins said. He said they all walked
toward some lights where they found
the _ maintenance man, who called
authorities.
All were reported unharmed, but
some were treated for exposure,
authorities said.
Houchins said his office received a
telephone call from a maintenance
werker at the quarry at 8:15 p.m.
Friday reporting the missing. children
were there.
A fireman who was the first to arrive
said some of the children were cold and
a couple were crying, but none were
hurt.
Wild cheering and applause greeted
the announcement in Chowchilla that
the children and the driver had been
recovered alive and in good shape.
President Ford had ordered the FBI
to brief him personally on the progress
of the investigation as FBI Director
Clarence Kelley sent a large force of
agents, tracking dogs and crime ex-
perts to the scene.
News of the recovery was withheld
for a- time as authorities ordered a
stakeout in the quarry area on a chance
that the kidnapers were planning to
return. But word of the recovery leaked
out, and hundreds of curious people
descended on the quarry area.
FBI spokesman Bates said the ab-
ducters were wearing stocking masks
and said little beyond ordering the
children to the rear:of the school bus
before they were put into the vans.
The children were taken to the
nearby Santa Rita county jail facility,
Clear
Clear through Monday. Lows tonight
in the mid to upper 50s. Highs Sunday in
the low to mid 80s. Winds light and
variable tonight. Chance of rain near
zero per cent through Monday.
where photographers were allowed to
photograph some of them, but none of
the kidnap victims were allowed to
speak with reporters.
Some children were being inter-
viewed by authorities while others slept
on desks. They were wearing jail-issue
white overalls. They were dirty but
appeared in good spirits as they
laughed for photographers.
After the announcement of the
children being safe, Gov. Edmund G.
Brown Jr. issed a statement saying:
"I want to publicly thank law en-
forcement and public agencies and
concerned citi7ees who aided in the
search for the 26 missing Chowchilla
youngsters and their driver. We can all
be very grateful they were found safe.
The state will assist in every possible
way to assure that their abductors are
swiftly brought to justice."
Barney Maciolek, in the cement
business, %Aid he had occasion to visit
the quarry often and was puzzled as to
how the kidnap victims got there. He
said the area was very secure. He said
it was his guess that they must have
been held in the rear portion of the
quarry since the front part was being
worked for gravel.



















A typographical error in the story
concerning the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board meeting in
Friday's edition of the Ledger & Times
changed the meaning of a sentence.
The word "not" was left out of a
sentence which conveyed the board's
reaction to selling or leasing land ad-
jacent to the hospital to the Houston-
McDevitt Clinic, Inc.
The sentence should have said: "The
hospital board. . reaffirmed its earlier
position that selling or leasing the land
to the clinic group would not be ac-
ceptable."
Miss Paducah
Eighteen-year old Miss lane Marie Wifirlf, 300 South 16, was crowned as the
new Miss Paducah in ceremonies last night there. Miss Wagar is a home
economics major at Murray State University, and is currently the reigning Miss
Murray State. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Wagar of Murray.
Miss Wagar won $100 for the talent award and $100 for the swimsuit award in
last night's competition, as well as a $200 scholarship for her Miss Paducah
crown. She was also named a Duchess of Paducah. The Miss Paducah Pageant
is an official Miss America Scholarship preliminary, and Miss Wagar will
represent the area in the 1977 Miss Kentucky Pageant. The Miss Paducah
pageant is for young ladies throughout the Western Kentucky area.1
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Widow Afraid First
Date May Be Last
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I'm afraid I blew it. I am a 47-year-old
widow with three children, and I'm good-looking but not too
smart about men.
I met this beautiful, eligible bachelor and we were
attracted to each other instantly. He asked me out, and on
the first date, in a week moment, I went to bed with him.
Now I could kick myself because he promised to call me
soon, but it'sheen three days and I haven't heard from him.
He said he had to go out of town on business, so maybe
that's where he is.
Should I call him? Do you think he lost respect for me? If
he does call again, should I play hard to get? Or do you
think he'll expect me to hop into bed with him because I was
a pushover on the first date?
How should I handle this? He acted like he really liked
me, and he is the kind of man I want to marry.
PUSHOVER
DEAR PUSHOVER: DorKt call him. If he calls you,
explain that you got "carried away" and now regret it. (It's
true.) If you blew it with this man, take your lumps and
learn from the experience. A man may want a pushover for a
date, but not for a wife.
DEAR ABBY: My fiance said he wanted to present me
with "a stone" that had been in his family for a long time, so
naturally I was all excited when he handed me a small ring
box.
Imagine ho s; I felt when I opened it and found an ugly
little gray stone which he laughingly identified as a
"gallstone" —one of many that had been surgically removed
from his mother!
What do you think about a clown like this?
NOT LAUGHING
DEAR NOT: His mother may have had the gallstones.
but he's got the GALL. '
DEAR ABBY: I am 10 years old, and Jam dying to get
my ears pierced, but my mother says I am too young.
Abby, I am NOT too young. All my friends have their
ears pierced, and I have heard that some girls have theirs
pierced when they are a year old
I have some money of my own saved up, and I could pay
for it myself, but my mother says I can't spend it that way.
Please help me, Abby. I am depending on you.
WANTS PIERCED EARS
_DEAR WANTS: Sorry, but 10-year-olds must abide by
their mothers' decisions. Meanwhile, be patient, dear, and
when you come of age, have yourself an ear-piercing
celebration.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "WONDERING IN SAN AN-
TONIO": A blood test does not always prove who the
baby's father IS, but it proves conclusively who the baby's
father ISN'T.
Hate to write letters? Send El to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a






Monday , July 19
Due To Repairs
atihid ac-11--)1
We are pleased to announce
that Cindy Jetton, bride-elect of
Dale Sykes, has selected her pot-
tery from our complete bridal
registery.
Cindy and Dale will be married
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WIC
Shirts Are Sheer Art COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Saturday, July 17
Activities at Murray Tennis
Center, Inc., inclitde mixed
doubles tennis fro& four to
nine p. m., dinner with each to
bring own steaks and rest of
food furnished, and pool party
from nine p. m. to one a. m.
Call 753-0929 for information.
Era of Iron Revisited will
start at Center Furnace, Land
Between the Lakes, at two p.
in.
Two mile walk around
Hematite Lake will--start at
the lake at eight p. in. in Land
Between the Lakes. Bring a
flashlight.
Saturd4, July I7
I Willing Workers Club willhave a bake sale at Singer's,Bel Air Shopping Center,Murray; starting at ten a.m.
SOFT SILHOUETTE—These neatly tailored sheer
shirts feature colorful prints that have the feeling
of a painter's palette. Made in easy care arnel and
nylon, they tuck easily into a dressy skirt for
evening or tie over pants for casual entertaining at
home. At left, Rocky Raccoon print over square
neck tank; right, Crayon Rainbow print over round





BLOOMINGTON, Ind. — The ster-
eotype image of a female alcoholic as
promiscuous and sexually aggressive
is not an accurate description, accord-
ing to Sharon Wilsnack, clinical
psychologist at the Monroe County
Community Mental Health Center.
Wilsnack, addressing the 18th annu-
al workshop on—aleoholism, drug use,
and alcohol education at Indiana Uni-
versity, Bloomington, this month, said
clinical evidence presents a much dif-
ferent picture of the female alcoholic.
Many of these women show signs of
problems with sexual adjustment
including inhibition, frigidity, repres-
sion, female medical problems, or
other discomfort, she said.
ONE STUDY Wilsnack quoted
revealed that 78 per cent of married
female alcoholics had a medical histo-
ry of obstetrical or gynecological prob-
lems such as mastectomy, early hys-
terectomy, miscarrim: or infertility.
Of the married women, 25 per cent
who wanted children were unable to
bear them.
Although this is an intriguing find-
ing, Wilsnack said, experts are not
sure what it means. It could mean
there is a hormonal influence which
predisposes certain women to alcohol-
ism. It might mean that the psychologi-
cal stresses of dysfunctioning as a
female induce alcoholism.
THERE HAVE NOT been adequate
studies on the female alcoholic,
Wilsnack said, to determine who and
what they are or why they are alcohol-
ic. There are no studies which consider
the differences between ethnic groups,
professions, or social classes, she said.
One consistent finding is that many
female alcoholics have a history of dis-
ruption in their lives (such as loss of
parents in childhood or other early
family troubles), more often than male
alcoholics. Female alcoholics make
more suicide attempts, have higher
divorce rates, and stay longer in the
hospital than male alcoholics.
But Wilsnack questions whether
these tendencies precede alcoholism or
the social reaction to a woman's alco-
holism causes them.
THE SOCIAL stigma for a female
alcoholic is worse than for a male,
Wilsnack said, which can cause the
woman to drink evenumore, entangling
her in a vicious circle. Drinking norms
are different for men and women, she
said. Men drink more, and more men
drink. -
There are three or four male alco-
holics to each female alcoholic. There
are 10 million alcoholic abusers and
alcoholics in the United States; at least
2 million of these are female. One sur-
vey found that n per cent of the men
regularly take a drink, compared to 60
per cent of the women.
However, the number of American
females who drink has increased
steadily since World War II, Wilsnack
said. The number is at an all time high
and there is no sign of the trend revers-
ing.
THE MOST dramatic change in
drinking habits in recent years has
been among teen-aged females,
Wilsnack said. In a survey of a senior
high school class, 87 per cent of the
girls had tasted alcohol, close to the 93
per cent figure found for the boys.
Why people drink to excess is still
an unsolved mystery, but one experi-
ment that Wilsnack helped conduct
may have provided some insights. It
showed that men drink because of the
feeling of power that alcohol gives
attrthe women frt the experiment
showed a decrease in feeling of power
and assertiveness, and demonstrated
that they drank to feel more feminine.
Wranglers Riding Club will
have a WKHA approved horse
show at the club grounds
starting at five p.m.
Sunday, July 18
The descendants of the late
John and Mae Nanny of
Graves County will have a
reunion at the home of Perry
Cavitt, at the intersection of
North 16th and Poor Farm
Road, east of Penny. A potluck
lunch will be served.
Sunday, July LE
Nature's Rainbow, 45
minute slide presentation, will
be at Center Station, Land
Between the Lakes, at two p.
m.
Woodland Walk, one hour
stroll, will start at Center
Station, Land Between The
Lakes, at five p. m.
New Providence Baptist
Church will have its annual
homecoming and basket
dinner at noon with singing in
afternoon.
Monday, July 19
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church at
7:30p.m.
' 4
Golden Age Club will leave
the First United Methodist
Church at 9:15 a. in. to go to
Brandon Springs, Land
Between the Lakes.
Sinking Spring Baptist Men
will meet at 'Mangle Inn at
seven p.m.
Acteens rif First Baptist
Church will meet at the home
of Kay Adams at slip. m.
Tuesday, July 29
Phebian Sunday School
Class, First Baptist Church,
Mrs. Theron Riley, teacher,
will have a social at the ladies
parlor of the church at 7:30 p.
m.
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
1:30 p. in.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the home of Miss
Frances Whitnell at seven p.
m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church at seven pm.
Tuesday, July ZS
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p. m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a. m. at the
Dexter Community Center.
"Grand Day" for Senior
Citizens will be held at Ellis
Center from ten a. M. to three
p. m. Each one is to bring a
person or persons that is
grand to them.
First United Methodist
Church Women will have a
Bazaar Work Day at 10:30 a.
m, at the church. Each one
bring sandwich and drink.
First Baptist Church WMI.1
Council will meet at 1:30 p. m.
in the church parlor.
Party for seventh and eighth
grades at Oaks Country tlub
will be held from eight to
eleven p. m. at the club with
Mrs. Bill Taylor, Mrs. Mary




Mrs. John (Joan) Bowiert
director of chroal meek at
Murray High School and
Robertson and Carter
Elementary Schools, was
among those attending the
Three-Days workshop for
elementary music teachers
held at Murray State
University.
The workshop was directed
by Mary Hoffman, an
associate professor of music
at the University of Illinois in
Champaign-Urbana.
Combine Proteins
Plant proteins, in general,
are of poorer quality than
animal proteins. However'',
they can supplement each
other when combined at a
meal or when combined with a
small amount of animal
protein. Good quality
protein—that is, a good
balance of amino acids—can
be achieved by various
combinations of cereals,
legumes— and- nuts-----4*-
zorribinIng with milk or eggs.
For example, rice with beans,
legumes with nuts, cereal with
milk, macaroni with cheese
are all ways of providing good-
quality protein at a meal.
Polynesian Flair
In saucepan, combine one
can (183s ounces) chunky
turkey soup, one-fourth cup
drained pineapple tidbits, and
one teaspoon soy sauce. Heat;
stir occasionally. Serve with
Chinese noodles. Makes about
two and one half cups, or two
serving.
Mitzi Smith, Girl Scout, Will
Participate, "Soul Flaritage"
Mitzi Smith, 13, of Paducah
is one of 150 teenage Girl
Scouts choeen from all over
the country to participate in
"Soul Flaritage," a special
national event sponsored by
Girl Scouts of the U. S. A., July
18-31.
Miss Smith, daughter of
Samuel and Mary Ann Smith,
3910 Sunset Ave., will travel to
New York City to attend the
event, to be held at New York





Betty Jo Purdom was the
medalist for championship
flight of the regular ladies day
golf held Wednesday, July 14,
at the Murray Country Club.
Frances Hulse had low net. -
In the first flight Nell Roach
was winner with low net going
to Betty Hunter.
Winner of the second flight
was a tie between Nancy
Fandrich and Jane Fitch.
Pam Marity was winner of
the renewal flight with low
putts to Doris Cella.
In the beginner flight Clara
Ingram .was winner with
Janice Howe having low putts.
Beverly Spann was golf
hostess for the day.
A ladies day luncheon was
served at noon with. Joy
Waldrop as chairman of the
hostesses.
Cadette Girl Scout of Bear
Creek council.
Fashion, airlines, and Black
heritage comprise the triple
theme for "Soul Flaritage."
The Girl -Scouts will explore
career opportunities in the
fashion and airline industries
by talking with top people in
those fields and by visiting
places of interest for a behind-
the-scenes view. The Girl
Scouts will also tour places of
historical interest in New
York's black communities,
attend a black Broadway play,
and meet and talk with
academic and professional
experts on Black heritage, as
part of a look at the culture of
Blacks in an urban en-
vironment.
"Soul Flaritage" is the first
nationally-sponsored Girl
Scout event designed with the
help of black teenage Girl
Scouts to reflect their special
career and cultural interests.
VISIT FLORIDA
Mr. and Mrs. James M.
Brown have . returned home
after a visit with her son-in-
law, dapghter, and grandson,
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Goodwin
and son, Travis, of Pavares,
Fla. They stayed with their
grandson while his parents
accompanied the youth of
Pavares to Baptist Assembly
at Ridgecrest, N. C. While in
Florida they toured Disney






The Store For Men
Murray, Ky.







Invest in adequate insulation for your home to
keep heat out in summer, heat in during winter.
If you're buying an air Conditioner get one with a
high efficiency rating (EER). And set it for cooling at
78 degrees or above.
Clean or replace your air conditioner's filter at
least once a month. Save hot jobs like cooking and
washing for the cooler hours. And be sure your clothes
dryer is vented to the outside.
All this adds up to efficient cooling, fewer kilo-
watthours, and less cost to you.
West Ky. Rural Electric e',
Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Mayfield
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Workshop O fficicils
Assisting in the first district Woman's Club and infer Wsasen's Club workshop are, seatedfrom left, Mrs. Doug Moore, district junior director; Mn. Lath Whip*, district secretary;
Mn. A.C. LaFollette, first district governor; standing from left. Mrs. James Austin, vicegovernor; Mrs. Rex Benefield, Kentucky home-life department chairman; Mrs. Larry Powell,president of Paducah Junior Woman's Club; Mrs. Russell Harms, president of the Woman'sClub of Paducah.
Junior Club hosts workshop
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette,
governor of the First District of
_Western Kentucky woman's
clubs and junior woman's
••, clubs, welcomed more than 100
members from 16 towns and
conducted a summer workshop
Saturday.
The Junior Woman's Club of
Paducah was the host chapter
at :he meeting held at
Immanuel Baptist Church:
Luncheon was served to 91
guests. Mrs. Larry Powell is
the president and bin. Doug
Moore is junior director.
The Woman's Club of
Paducah served the coffee
hour. Mrs. Russell Haynes is
the president.
Assisting Mrs. LaFollette at
the workshop were: Mrs.
James Austin, vice governor;
Mrs. Leah Whipple, secretary;






chairman; Mrs. C. C. Lowry,
past Kentucky Federation
president; and Mrs. Lila
Ogletree and Mrs. Ted Duncan
who gave reports on the KFWC
meeting in Lexington. Awards




projects planned for the year;
_
reporting a n d com-
munications; membership;
student contests in art, music
and sewing; involvement in
community projects and
others. The theme is "Per-
ceptive Possibilities Through
Volunteerism."
The fall workshop, will be
hosted by the Lone Oak
Woman's Club Oct. 9
Planning Helps Protect
Plants During Vacation
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) —
If you're going on vacation and
you want to make sure you
don't lose your plants while
you're gone, there's a variety
of plant watering systems you
can easily set up in your own
apartment, according to Doro-
thy Kalins, executive director
of Apartment Life magazine.
Ruth Wilson Circle• Has Dinner
At Old Oak Tree Restaurant
Fifteen members of the
Ruth Wilson Circle of the First
United Methodist Church and
two guests, Mrs. James
Fisher and Mrs. Earl Douglas,
drove to the Old Oak Tree
Restaurant at Buchanan
Resort for their annual dinner
outing on Wednesday, July 14.
Mrs. Dick Sykes and Mrs.
Harold Douglas were co-
hostesses.
Mrs. Fisher gave the
blessing befoce
Mrs. J. B. Wilson, chair-
man, presided at the short
business session following the
dinner.
Plans were made for the
dinner for the Administrative
Board fri September. A report
was given by the Sunshine
Committee on their visits with
the Circle's shut-ins. There
was some general discussion
on various Circle business.
It was announced that there
will be no meeting of the
Circle in August, but members
were urged to attend the
general meeting, a potluck
supper at 6:30p. m. on August
10 at the church. The meeting
was closed with prayer by
Mrs. Fisher.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. John Bryan of Murray





41. air 411, ------
SCOTT PRU
1205 CHESTNUT STREET
Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs




announces the opening of law offices in
Murray, Kentucky, at the corner of Four-
th and Maple Streets.
Hours: 9:00 to 5:00 Weekdays
Others by appointment
Phone' 753-2706
If you're fortunate enough to
get a friend to water your
plants, you'll want to make it
as easy as possible. Tape wa-
tering instructions on each pot
and group them in the middle
if the floor where it's cooler
and where your plant sitter
won't miss any, achises Miss
Kalins. Make sure there's air
circulation to keep pests down,
and remove the flower buds on
your plants while they're under
minimum care.
If you don't want to leave the
watering up to a friend, you
can line your bathtub with plas-
tic, fill the bottom with a layer
of soaked newspapers and
place your pots directly on top.
You may want to clip a lamp
with a timer over the curtain
bar to give your plants 10-12
hours of light daily and fill the
sink with water for humidity.
''Close the door and you'll
have an instant greenhouse in
your bathroom," says Miss Ka-
lins.
You can construct individual
greenhouses by enclosing the
plant and pot in a lightweight
cleaning bag. "Water your
plant before bagging it, but
don't soak or spray it. Too
• much moisture in the closed
system causes mold," shead-
vises.
Easier yet are pot-in-a-pot
and wick methods. If you put
your pot in a larger one filled
with sphagnum moss and water
both pots, your plant should
stay moist for about 10 days.
According to Miss Kalins, you
may use the wick method to
keep your plants watered as a
last resort. Take a large jar of
water, puncture the lid with a
can opener and stuff in a long
cotton shoestring. Push the oth-
er end deep into the soil of a
thoroughly watered plant.
"Once you're home again,
carefully break your plants
back into the usual apartment
atmosphere," says Miss Kalins
If you bagged your plant, make
an opening on the first day,
then gradually remove the &as-
tir over the next several days.
If you kept your plants in the
bathroom greenhouse, move
them from the tub to bathroom
shelves or the floor the first
few days and then out of the
MOM
FEATHERED RICE
Place one cup uncook4d rice
in shallow baking pan; toast in
preheated 400F. oven, stirring
occasionally, until golden.
Meanwhile, drain one can 3 to
4 oz. sliced mushrooms. Saute
mushrocims in one tablespoon
butter for three
minutes.Cornbine in one-quart
casserole the toasted rice,
mushrooms, two cups boiling
water and a package of
. dehydrated onion souls _mix.
Cover tightly: Bake in
preheated 400 F. oven for 13




FOR MONDAY, JULY 19, 143
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) IlYeA
Curb your innate tendency to
scatter energies. Neither direct
them into unproductive chan-
nels. If you concentrate on your
most unp9rtant objectives, you
can accomplish handily.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) dra'
Stubborn insistence on
sticking to old practices without -
regard for new or more fittifig
ones could be day's big
drawback. Look forward!
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21) 1119t-
Stellar inftbences hint at new
activity.4 a happy repetition of
something that pleased before.
Notice "little" things, They
often open the widest doors.
CANCER
( June 22 to July 231
Especially favored now:
students, teachers, scientists.




(July 24 to Aug. 23 4/24. 1
Don't leave things to chance..
Here is a time for reviewing..
with an eye toward tightening
up action, making plans for the
corning week.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) .11P‘ii
Above-average opportunities
— especially in money matters,
but take care not to overexpand.
Success along these lines will
depend largely on good
judgment and resourcefulness.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Your capabilities need no
proving, just the right exposure.
Unexpectedly, you may get an
oppoctuniti to prove this.
SeORPIQ
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Mars, beneficent, stimulates
new ideas and some revised
thinking in important matters.
A good day for revitalizing old
projects, updating methods and
procedures.
SAGPITARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Present velocity of action and
its direction should lead you to
study needs more closely, to
determine anew your course of
conduct. Avoid a tendency to
procrastinate.
CAPRICORN
I Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
You may face antagonism,
uncontrolled tempers. Expect
such obstacles, prepare your
tactics and counteract. Day
should then go very well.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
eiitfr
While you go about routine, do
not forget "extras" which may
be overdue in handling. But
avoid crowding yourself to the
point of exhaustion.
PISCES
(Feb, 20 to Mar. 20)
As with many Signs now,
much activity and new interests
are indicated. Whether you will
get into the swim and find your
level promptly is the question. A
truly vibrant day: Show your
mettle.
YOU BORN TODAY are
highly endowed intellectually
and should make every effort to
obtain the best education
possible so as to make the best.
use of your fine brain. You have
stronger qualities of leadership
than most Cancerians and, if
you choose business as a _career,
would make a top-Tlight
executive — especially in
manufacturing. Others fields
suited to your talents:
medicine, nursing, the law,
literature, research, geology
and invention. Whichever your
choose as a career, however,
you are almost bound to suc-
ceed financially since those
governed by this Sign are born
moneymakers. Birthdate of:
Samuel Colt, inventor of fire
arms.
Minstrel Dan D. Emmett
(1815-1904) composed the tune
of "Dixie."
Vows On August 6
Miss Donna Kay Williams
Mr. and Mrs. Oren L. Williams of Murray Route Three an-
nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
youngest daughter. Donna Kay, to Neal Darling, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Frederick William Darling of Stamford, Connecticut..
Miss Williams, the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
C. Morris of Murray, is a 1971 graduate of Calloway County
High and is a senior at Murray State University.
Mr. Darling is a 1775 graduate of Murray State University
and is presently employed by the Italian Center of Stamford.
An August fith wedding is planned
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• NOM
MOUNTAIN DEW
IN NEW 32 OZ.
MONEY-BACK•
BOTTLES
Here's a brand-new way to enjoy eyen
more of the delicious taste of lemony Mountain •
• Dew. It's the new 32-oz. money-back bottle, the most -
convenient way you can buy Mountain Dew.
Each big, easy-to-handle bottle pours
more than six refreshing, lemony servings of
Mountain Dew. They're resealable for convenience
• and returnable for conservation.
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10 Years Ago
Calloway County men inducted in the
July draft call for the Armed Forces
are Harold Howard Arnold, Dennis
Lynn Chester, Gerald David Houser,
and Gary Lynn Brame.
Buel E. Stalls, Jr., has been selected
as the Jaycee of the Month for June 1966
by the Murray Jaycees.
=. Capt. David Pinson has teturned
from Vietnam where he was stationed
with the brigade of the 101st -Air Borne
Division of the U. S. Army. He has now
been assigned to Fort Benning, Ga.
Deaths reported include R. E.
Brausa, age 81, and Ernest Lassiter,
age 64.
The 73rd annual session of the Baptist
Women's Missionary and Educational
Convention, Auxiliary to the First
District Association of Kentucky
Baptists, will be held at St. John's
Baptist Church, Murray, July 30-31.
20 Years Ago
• The Murray Jaycees will sponsor a
Tennis Tournament on-July 23 at the
Murray City Park.
Mrs. Emma Lee Boggess, age 81,
died yesterday at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Bill Lyons.
Rev. James Tharp of Mayfield will be
the evangelist at the revival at the Elm
Grove Baptist Church July 22-29.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bell of Mayfield
announce the engagement of their
daughter, Doris Louise, to eharles
Edward Lash, son of Mr. and Mrs. Guy
E. Lash of Murray.
Miss Martha Jean Stegner has
returned from an all expense paid trip,
to Westfield, Mass., as guest of Stanley
_ Home Products.
30 Years Ago
The Board of Regents of Murray
State College has purchased two acres
of land adjoining the campus for about
$3,000. The land is owned by MPS: Onie
Bailey and is located north of 'the
campus east of the athletic practice
fie
Sheriff—lifendell Patterson has
released the names of persons to serve
at the various voting precincts in the
August primary election.
Deaths reported this week include
James M. Harwell, age 77, Mrs. B. L
Harris, age 63, John H. Harrison, age
.80, and Nancy Turner, age 10.
Officers of the Murray Rotary Club
are Alvin G. Gibson, C. 0. Bondurant,
and Guy Billington. Directors are
Walter F. Baker, Robert E. Jarman,
Max B. Hurt, and William G. Nash.
Dr. R. T. Skinner has been named
editor of the Western Recorder, Ken-
tucky Baptist weekly paper 'published
in Louisville.
Marriages reported this week include
Mary Nell Farmer to Henry k: Adams,
on June 27.
Births reported include a boy, Danny
Ray, to Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Gilbert
Baker on July 10, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Cornelius Tidwell on July 10, and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. William Huie on July
15.
40 Years Ago
The Board of Regents of Murray
State College in a meeting here of-
ficially approved the title, John Wesley
Carr Health Building, as the name of
the new physical education building
now under construction on the campus.
Over 12,000 pairs of hose are being
manufactured daily at the Murray
Hosiery Mill, according to J. W. Egolf,
general manager.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs.-Artie Meador, age 78, Mrs. Susan
Elizabeth Darnell, age 64, and
Anderson E. Webb, age 53.
The state has appropriated 825,000 to
concrete the road from J. A. Creek-
mur's home to Five Points. This project
will completely surround the Murray
State campus with hard surface.
*The Calloway County Fiscal Court
has purchased an International 40
horsepower Diesel tractor at the price
of $2,500.
Marriages reported this week include
Genella Lamb to Walter Tracy on July
8.
James C. Nance of Bell City Pottery
has a special display of vases, pitchers,
urns, birti baths, flower potts, and
general pottery on the Outland lot on
Main Street.
Bible Thought
Thus saith the Lord, In an ac-
ceptable time have I heard thee, and
in a day of salvation have I helped
thee: and I will preserve thee. . . .
Isaiah 49:8.
What a wonderful assurance to
know that God hears and answers,





United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: NADER'S CHARTERING PLAN
After a decade of sniping at in-
dividual companies and industries,
Ralph Nader has launched a broa-
baser', frontal attack against the basic
institution of the free enterprise
system—the corporation.
Mr. Nader's new report, entitled
Constitutionallzing the Corporation, is
his plan of attack on free enterprise.
The key feature of this battle plan is a
proposal for federal chartering of 700 U.
S. corporations.
Current American practice calls for
state chartering of corporations. But
that doesn't satisfy Mr. Nader. He
would have the federal government
restructure the corporation according
to his personal vision. The objective
would be to give the federal govern-
ment more power to control the
economy,
Stephen !Altus, a student at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and intern with the United States In-
dustrial Council Educational Foun-
dation, recently examined the Nader
proposal for federal chartering. Mr.
Utkus reached these conclusions:
'The first provision of Nad-r's
scheme imposes new legal restraints on
management autonomy. Acting, in
effect, as an internal auditor, nine-
member board would attain veto power
over most, if not all, senior
management decisions, including the
hiring of chief executives. Each
member of the board would have a
particular oversight responsibility such
as employee welfare, shareholders'
rights, or finance. To guarantee
directors' impartiality, Nader would
radically alter the requirements for
nomination and election, forbidding
management from endorsing any
candidate.
Mr. Utkus reported that the federal
chartering legislation would force
corporations to disclose previously
private information. Environmental
and social data, analyses of employees
by race, sex and imcome; advertising
data, substantiating advertised
claims—all this would have to be
published in the new government
publication dubbed The Corporate
- - •
What reasons do the activists cite for
this transfer of discretionary power
from the individual businessman and
stockholder to the government?
In the June 12th issue of Nation, Joel
Seligman, an associate of Ralph Nader,
claims that there is a "crisis of
management" in our major cor-
porations: namely, foreign payoffs,
mismanagement,and unjust salaries
and expense accounts indicate that in
Business Mirror
HARRIGAN
each of the top enterprises the
management, a "corporate
autocracy", has isonite,d itself from its
stockholders, its directors, and the law.
The arguments employed by Messrs.
Nader and Seligman, on the whole, are
fallacious. There has been this rash of
corporate scandal, mismanagement,
and failure, the consumer activists
assume they are all related directly to
one another, and blindly proposed to
revise the corporate order to their
liking.
"In other examples of innuendo used
as proof," Mr. Utkus noted,"-
judiciously-placed phrases 'some
stockholders are asking' or 'what really
upsets sophisticated investors'--aerve
as evidence for stockholder discoun-
tent."
He adds that criticism of high
salaries "includes comparing the
averrige—Cdnftrite -salary to that of
government's top employees, as if the
just salary is that paid by the govern-
ment! Examples of mismanagement
are replete with those enterprises
regulated by the government—Penn
Central and the airlines—and those
which survive on government con-
tracts—the aerospace concern."
Mr. Nader's writings on the cor-
poration are full of such illogical
assumptions regarding a "crisis of
management." It is an illusory crisis.
But Mr. Nader and his associates hope
to sue this synthetic crisis for the
purpose of destroying the corporation
as we know it today. And the cor-
poration is an extraordinary in-
strument for mobilizing the energy and
capital of the nation for constructive
tasks.
As Dr. Robert Hessen of the Stanford
University has said, "If a federally
chartered corporation violates any of
the conditions or restrictions imposed
by the federal government ( under the
Nader plan), its passport can be
revoked."
other words, Mr. Nader woulci.use
federal chartering as a step toward
nationalization of industry. He doesn't
want -corporate democracy." Instead,
he seeks federal control, of the fun-
damental institution of free enterprise.
In the final analysis, federal char-
tering should be opposed as another
attempt to grant the government new
powers at the expense of individual
freedom. As Stephen Utkus has war-
ned: The result would be less liberty for
Americans, and greater strength for
the Washington bureaucracy, all in the






NEW YORK (AP) — Teodoro
Moscoso had just read a news item that
Dow Chemical Co. was denied per-
mission to build a 850 million plastics
plant in Solon° County, Calif., because
of possible environmental pollution.
Immediately he was on the telephone
to one of his aides. Dow Chemical must
be contacted in Midland, Mich., and
asked to come to Puerto Rico where, he
promised, they'd be welcomed without
controversy or red tape.
Moscoso, an almost legendary
promoter of the commonwealth, con-
fessed to the obvious. "We're op-
portunistic," he said proudly. "We scan
the newspapers and magazines; we've
got mail programs and advertising
programs and..."
And the commonwealth also has set
aside certain areas for "major emit-
ters," confident that the pollution will
be blown away from inhabited areas by
the tradewinds, or buried off the coast
in one of the ocean's deepest holes.
Moscoso, 66, is head of FO-MENTO,
Puerto Rico's economic development
association, and is one of the foremost
of his breed. His counterparts work for
every state of the union, and almost all
of them believe the greatest good for
their people is to obtain job-producing
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Puerto- Rico wants industry, and it
gets it through constant work,
promises, bargaining, tax exemptions
and subsidies. There' are no federal
taxes, and sometimes no com-
monwealth taxes.
Wage assistance is offered to certain
manufacturers who establish plants in
needy areas. The Federal Energy
Administration allots $100 million a
year to the petrochemical industry.
The recession was devastating to the
island's 3.1 million people. From an all
time high 9f 155,200 in May 1974,
manufacturing employment fell to
129,700 in July 1975 and still is back only
to 144,000.
A big improvement in the job
situation is suggested by plants now
being built, but more than half the
population no qualifies for food
stamps. "The j.k today is a damn sight
tougher in eitne ways," said Moscoso.
Immigration, especially from Latin
America, is creating a problem for the
commonwealth. And the return of
120,000 emigres during the past three
years has added to the job problem,
even though many of them are retirees.
The 82.30 an hour minimum wage
also tends to put Puerto Rico at a
competitive disadvantage with-other
countries. Moscoso believes that
flexibility in applying the law might
encourage more jobs.
There is still a great need to develop
the infrastrucure of the island, the
roads, sewers. Moscoso believe Puerto
Rico is unique in having more cars than
telephones, but hopes to add to the
latter through a, new contract with
American Telephone &Telegraph.
He seeks high technology companies
and bas succeeded enormously in at-
tacting major electronics and phar-
maceutical operations
Let's Stay Well
Health Of Business Executives
Stress and struggle cut the
effectiveness of many business
executives.
Mental and physical illnesses
are frequent among business
leaders, and many physicians
and business consultants believe
these occur from tensions which
result incostly losses in dollars
and human resniirces, sea 
are on for measures to prevent
or lessen the toll.
Among other causes are fre-
quent moves from one city to
another. They can be upsetting
to the executive and his family,
especially to his wife. Similarly,
upward or lateral moves in a
particular business, even in the
same city, may require a con-
siderable amount of adjustment
by the executive.
It is noteworthy that only
about 25 per cent of the mem-
bers of our work force are per-
forming in the same assignment
as they were me year ago While
change is essential, we should
ask whether we are nut overdo'
rig this matter of shifting people
# Bt F.F.L Blasingame, M.D.
to other jobs without evaluating
the effects.
Many jobs are boring, lacking
in satisfaction and barren of sig-
nificance to the administrator.
Physicians, especially psy-
chiatrists, hear the complaint.
frequently from frustrated busi-
ness leaders that their work is
routine, not challenging and not
in keeping with the goals for
their lives. Industry needs to ex-
amine ways in which job
satisfaction can be enhanced.
The divorce rate among ex-
ecutives is high and growing.
Besides the stresses related to
frequent family moves, business
responsibilities tend to be
"arotind- the clock," day iii and
day out, leaving little leisure for
family life. A briefcase of work-
ing material in the evening may
interfere with a worker's fellow-
ship with his wife and children.
Fatigue often leads to ir-
ritability, and depression, even
suicide, are common.
Stress may bring on excessive
smoking and drinking. Cirrhosis
of the liver from alcohol has
grown in frequency and is now
the fifth cause of death in per-
sons between 40 and 60 years old.
- Travel and time away from
home encourage extramarital
sex, which brings its burdens as
well as its immediate satisfac-
tions
Solutions to lessen these prob-
lems include recognition of
them, better use of leisure time
(reading, regular exercise, a
place of retreat), seminars to
gain insight, participatiqn in
community affairs (church,
lodge, voluntary agencies) and
improvement of management
skills to save time and energy
-(group discussions, aid from con-
sultants). .
Most of our frustration comes
from internal factors rather than
external. Satisfaction comes
from adjusting one with the
other. Executives need to give
more time tothe wee manage-
merit of ttr4r own lives.
Q: Mrs. C. L would like com-
ment atout the effectiveness of
fluoride toothpastes.
A: A survey by the American.
Dental Asiriciation Research In-
stitute showed that about 3 per
cent of 4,000 dentist surveyed
considered flouride toothpast to
have a major impact on' the
reduction of tooth decay.
However, they advise patients
under 18 years of age to use
brands with fluoride. In the case
of adult teeth, it apparently has
little effect on decay prevention.
Q: Mrs V Ring:fires whether
it is harmful to foods to cover
shelves of the refrigerator with
wax paper ix aluminum foil to
make it easier to keep the
shelves clean.
A: Covering the refrigerator
shelves with such materials n-
terferes with the free circulation
of air about the articles in the
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Nita Ewing of Eddy Creek
Port on Lake Barkley, was
elected president of Ken-
tucky's Western Waterland in
its regular monthly Board of
Directors meeting held this
week at Lake City. Ewing will
succeed Carl Hamilton who
served as President of the
eight-county tourist promotion
organization for the past five
years.
Other officers elected were
Carl Hamilton, Marshall
County, as first site-president
in charge of membership;
Mike Farmer, Lyon County,
, - as vice-president in charge of
Promotion; and Bill Cun-
ningham, Lyon County, as
vice-president in charge of
Development.
Progress on the Kenlake
Arts and Crafts Festival being
sponsored by KWW over
Labor Day weekend was
discussed at the meeting.
Flyers and posters will be
distributed publicizing the
event, and exhibitors are now
being pre-registered.
Darryl Armstrong of Land
Between The Lakes gave a
report on plans for the annual
Media Tour which KWW co-
sponsors each year. The tour,
scheduled for October 14-17,
will be held at Kenlake State
Resort Park for 75 to 80 travel
and outdoor writers to
acquaint them with the
recreational opportunities of
the lakes area.
Max Hurt, director from
Calloway County gave a
report on a meetiiig of in
terested citizens who are
urging irnprovement of state
highways .44 and 68. KWW has
gone on reeord• requesting
improvement of these two
highways, anticipating traffic
problems on these roads upon
the completing of Interstate-
A presentation was also
made by Ed Jones, University
of Kentucky extension
specialist, on a soil survey
being conducted by the
district soil conservation
office. Jones reported that the
soil -conservation office had
indicated that mapping of the
shoreline areas of the lakes
could be accelerated if KWW
requested that this in-
formation be made available
as quickly as possible. Jones
showed a display of color-
coded overlays used in con-
junction with aerial
photographs to indicate at a
glance whether or not the soil
at a particular site would be
suitable for certain purposes
The KWW Board voted to
request that shoreline soil
mapping be accelerated.
Other business included'
discussion of potential. effects
on the tourism industry of the
Tom Bigbeg Waterway. The
Board agreed that the tourism
industry should have input
into any policies or
regulations resulting from
increased commercial water
traffic in the Kentucky sod
Barkley area when tile
waterway is completed.
Committee appointments
for the new year were named
by incoming President Ewing.
Corrunittes were set up under
the supervision of the three
vice-presidents. Mrs. Ewing
announced that for the first
Mile. non-board -members
were being appointed to
standing committees. She said
"These appointments will
broaden the base of effort, and
will involve more people
directly in the programs of
KWW. This should result in
greater interest in, and un-
derstanding of our programs.
We feel we have the structural
organization to do aline job-of
promoting and ZILIVeloping the
tourism industry in our
region, and we .are looking
forward to a banner year."
(MI ICH %N 
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`The Bird' Infuriates Washington
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
Mark The Bird" Fidrych
may delight the Detroit fans,
but his pitching style is a little
akin to waving a red cloth in
front of a charging bull.
The 21-year-old -Tigers
rookie recorded his 10th win,
hurling his 11th complete
game in 12 starts this season,
by blanking the Oakland A's 1-
0th 11 innings.
But his antics during the
game infuriated Claudell
Washington, who later had to
admit Fidrych is "a hell of a
pitcher."
In other American League
games Friday, Kansas City
swept a doubleheader from
Boston 5-1 and 2-1, Baltimore
edged California 5-4, Chicago
thumped Milwaukee 5-2,
Cleveland edged Minnesota 7-
6, and New York shutout
Texas 3-0.
Royals 5-2, Boston 1-1
Paul Splittortf, 10-6, hurled
a three-hitter in the first
game, and Al Fitzmorris, 11-5,
Sports In Brief
Bdi The Associated Press
OLYMPICS
MONT-REAL- —* The
Taiwanese delegation to the
Summer Olympic Games
rejected a compromise
proposal and withdrew rather
than compete without the title
the "Republic of China." In a
separate action, Nigeria with-
drew from the Summer
Games to protest New
Zealand's links with South
Africa.
GOLF
HARRISON, N.Y. — David
Green fired a three-under-par
68 for a 36-hole score of 131 and
a four-stroke lead after two
rounds of the $300,000
Westchester Classic
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Judy
Rankin carded a 68 to take the





Giinenez of Spain beat fellow
countryman Manuel Santana
7-5, 6-2 to advance to the
semifinals of the Dutch
sea
Murray Nigh School Tiger Majoretts for 1976-77 are, left to right, Shawn
Baker:Gina Jones, Julie Outland, Captain, Lori Rushing, and Lori Brandon.
The majorettes recently returned from the Heart of Dixie Twirling Camp,
Jackson, Tenn., where they competed on the final day of the camp






Orantes of Spain defeated
seventh-seeded American Jeff
Borowiak 6-2, 6-1 and ad-
vanced to the semifinals of the
Head Cup International
Tournament.
CALGARY (AP) — Six
American players were
among seven cut Friday by
the Calgary Stampeders of the
Canadian Football League.
Heading the list were
veterans Larry Carr, a
linebacker out of Brigham
Young University, and cor-
nerback Oxen Collier of the
University of Colorado.
Others were offensive tackle
Tim Mills, Indiana; defensive
back John Dilworth, Nor-
thwestern Louisiana State;
defensive ends Jeff Perlinger,
Michigan, and Chuck Brislin,
Mississippi.State.
who was locked in a pitching
duel with Boston's Rick Wise,
tossed a five-hitter to com-
plete the Royals' sweep of
Boston.
Two-run doubles, by Buck
Martinez in the opener and
John Mayberry in the second
game, provided the punch.
Mayberry's RBI gave him the
league lead with 80..
Wise allowed just four
Royals' hits in the second
game. But he walked Amos
Otis and George Brett in the
sixth, let them advance on a
double steal, and Mayberry
drove them in.
Orioles 5, Angels 4
Brooks Robinson had three
hits, including a tivo-hin fifth-
inning homer, to lead
Baltimore to its sixth straight
victory. Wayne Garland, with
relief help in the ninth from
Dyar Miller, ran his record to
11-1.
Nolan Ryan, 7-11, struck out
eight but walked six and gave
up seven hits in seven innings.
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
The San Francisco Giants
placed second baseman
Derrel Thomas on the 15-day
disabled list Friday night and
recalled infielder Bruce Miller
from Phoenix of the Pacific
Coast League.
Thomas has a sore thigh
muscle, the Giants said.




inning grounder, and that
allowed Lamar Johnson and
Bucky Dent to come to the
plate for Chicago. Both hit
RBI singles, Dent's scoring
two runs, and Bart Johnson
evened his record at 8-8.
Jerry Augustine, 2-7, was
the victim of the error.
The White Sox also scored
single runs in the fifth and
keventh innings.
Indians 7, Twins 6
Rico Carty and Buddy Bell
each hit two-run singles and
helped Cleveland snap a five-
game losing streak. Carty's
hit came in the third inning
and Bell's was in the sixth,
staking starter and winner
Pat Dobson, 11-7, to a 4-0
advantage.
Yankees 3, Rangers 0
Ken Holtzman had a two-
hitter for his second straight
shutout as New York won its
fourth straight and sixth in a
row on the road.
Holtzman, 8-6, did not get a
single strikeout, but he
allowed only singles by Jeff
Burroughs and Roy Howell. In
his last start July 8, Holtzman
blanked the Chicago White
Sox 6-0 on a seven hits.
Bert Blyleven, 6-12, was the
loser. ,
Cards Take Advantage Of Jones
Off-Night For A 4-2 Victory
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Sometimes a pitcher will
win a game even when he
doesn't have his best stuff.
The line drives will go right at
fielders, the shots down the
line will curve foul, the long
blasts will be caught on the
warning track.
Sometimes, but not always.
Randy Jones didn't have his
best stuff Friday night, and
while he didn't exactly get
racked up, he didn't make any
progress towards that 30-win
season. The St. Louis car-
dinals took advantage of
Jones' off night and came
away with a 4-2 victory over
the San Diego Padres.
"I didn't feel good," said
Jones, baseball's winningest
pitcher with a 16-4 record. "I
never really found my rhythm
all night. It was tough,
mentally, coming back after
the All-Star game. I told
myself it wouldn't be—but it
was."
Elsewhere in the National
League, the San Francisco
Giants edged the Philadelphia
Phillies 1-0, the Houston
Astros trimmed the New York
Mets 4-3, the Cincinnati Reds
nipped the Montreal Expos 4-3
in 10 innings, the Pittsburgh
Pirates beat the Atlanta
Braves 7-2 and the St. Louis
Cardinals defeated the San
Diego Padres 4-2.
Giants 1, Phils 0
Bobby Murcer broke up the
fastest game in the National
League this season with his
12th home run of the year,
with two out in the ninth in-
ning. The pitching duel bet-
ween the Giants' Ed Milian
and the Phils' Jim Kant—both
of whom pitched six-
hitters-took just one hour, 32
minutes to complete. -
Reds 4, Expos 3
Montreal took a 3-2 victory
in the top of the 10th on pinch-
hitter Jose Morales' infield
chop, scoring Mike Jorgensen
from third. But the Reds came
back with two runs in the
bottom of the 10th.
Joe Morgan drew a leadoff
walk, moved to second on an
infield out and scored the
tying run on Bill Plununer's
single. After Tony Perez was
intentionally walked and
Cesar Geronimo singled to
load the bases, Dave Coo-
cepcion lined reliever Joe
Kerrigan's first pitch into left
field to drive home the win-
ning run. -
Astros 4, Mets 3
Houston got,all its runs in
the fourth inning off Jon
Matlack, 10-3, three of them on
Bob Watson's 10th home run of
the season. Larry Dierker, 9-8,
making his first start since
pitching a no-hitter against
Montreal got the
victory, sin relief- help from
Gene Pentz in the sixth inning.
Pirates 7, Braves 2• —
Richie Zisk and Willie
Stargell hit two-run homers
and Jerry Reuss scattered 10
hits for Pittsburgh. Zisk's Ilth
homer highlighted a five-run
first inning and Stargell belted
his 12th of the season in the
second.
Dodgers 4, Cubs 1
Steve Renko's throwing
error let in the go-ahead run
for the Dodgers in the sLith.
inning, and Los Angeles added
two more in the eighth on Bill
Russell's fifth homer of -the
year and Davey Lopes' RBI
triple.r.ft was the -Dodgers'
third victory in a row and





In the first round of action,
the Pirates scored three runs
in the fifth inning to go ahead
and beat the Yanks 8-5.
Dennis Thurmond struck
out 13 batters before being
relieved by Andy Parks for the
winning Pirates.
Andy Parks hit a triple for
the winning squad.
Brad Lyons oas credited
with the loss.
For the losing Yanks,
Jimmie West had four hits
while Mark Waldrop had thre4„,
and Rodney Lamb added two
hits.
In the second round of ac-
tion, the Astros had consistent
hitting to beat the Cards 13-2.
John Mark Billington was
the winning pitcher with five
strikeouts.
John Mark Potts led the
hitting attack with four hits
while teammates Jeremy
White had three and Billy
Wells added one hit.
Todd Abell was the losing
pitcher with nine sdikeouts.








"YOU GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY WITH A BULLOCK GARAGE"
WE CUSTOM BUILC ALL SIZES
CUSTOM BURT ON YOUR PROPERTY
LAKE CABINS
FOR WEEKENDS-VACATIONS-RETIREMENT
OR ALL YEAR ROUND
, • QUALITY BUILT-LOW MAINTENANCE MATERIAL
Workmen insured in case o' nut,"
BANK
FINANONO
Hours 9 A M
BULLOCK GARAGES
• Set up complete with 4 Inch
wire reinforced concrete floor
• Overhead Door
• Service Door
• Two Windows and studs




"Ask the man who owns one"
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Gilliam May Not Get
Chance To Play Pro Ball
VERO BEACH, Fla. ( AP ) —
Joe Gilliam, the talented but
troubled quarterback who
said ike days ago he only
wanted to play football, now
may not get the chance.
Gilliam was cut by the New
Orleans Saints Friday after a
brief tryout marred by two
long absences from practice.
The action leaves his pro
football future in doubt since
Gilliam was passed over bY 14
National Football League
teams last month when he was
waived by the Pittsburgh
Steelers.
"I don't know whether
anybody will give me a second
chance now," said Gilliam
shortly after hearing the
news.
"I don't have any hard
feelings ... (but) I set the
house on fire in practice and
I'm waived the next day," he
said, voice breaking during a
telephone interview before
leaving camp.
Head coach Hank Strain
refused to discuss the
specifics of the decision but




Politics are expected to cloud
the Olympic movement in the
nexkfew years and China will
be at the heart of it all.
The day of the opening
ceremony of the Montreal
Games dawned, but politics
would not go away. As Taiwan
and Nigeria walked out and
other African countries were
reported ready to follow, Lord
Gilliam said he missed a Killanin, president of the
mandatory breakfast Friday International Olympic
morning. Committee, set the likely
However, that may only scene between now and the
have been the final straw. The next Olympic Gemes in
former Tennessee State star Moscow in 1980.
was arrested near his alma .`In the next year or two the
mater in Nashville last month whole China question must be
and charged with possession discussed with reality,"
of cocaine and a weapon. Killanin said.
The arrest came three days That means more politics.
after Strarn, who says that in The IOC must decide:
brighter days he once offered —Should Mainland
first round draft pick for with its 800 millions
Gilliam, acquired him from mitted to the Games,
the Staelers for the standard what terms?
waiver price of $100. —Will Taiwan continue to be
recognized? Or will it beGilliam arrived early for sacrificed to Peking, whichtraining camp but borrowed a says its athletes will neverteammate's car on opening
compete alongside those of theday and disappeared.
island fortress that calls itselfFour days later, when he
the Republic of China?returned, Strain said only that
China has stuck in the IOC'she was gone for "personal
gullet for 20 years, ever sincereasons" and fined him $1,000.
the refugee ChineseGilliam said at the time that
Nationalist Committee fledhis wayward days were over,
from the Communistbut he was stricken last week
mainland and settled inwith what team spokesmen
Taiwan.said was the flu and missed




Olympic Games At Last Move
To Playing Fields And Athletes
By BOB GREEN
AP Sports Writer
MONTREAL (API — The
Olympic Games, at last, have
gone from the board rooms
and council halls of the
politicians and administrators
to the stadia and pools and
playing fields of the athletes.
Those athletes, 7,000 strong
and representing 112 nations,
inaugurated the Games of the
XXI Olympiad today with the
pomp, pagentry and parade of
the traditional opening
ceremony.
Missing from their ranks,
however, were the teams of
Taiwan and Nigeria, victims
of the varied political crises
that, as late as Thursday,






their official designation to
"Taiwan" from "Republic of
China," the name
Canada—with its strong
economic ties to Communist
China—refused to allow and
the name the Taiwanese in-
sisted they must have.
Nigeria withdrew in protest
of New Zealand's par-
ticipation. The tour of South
Africa, excluded from the.
Olympic movement for its
apartheid policies, by a New
Zealand rugby team has
angered other African nations
and caused the boycott of the
Games by Somalia, Mauritius
and Tanzania.
The possibility exists that
still others may follow.
The competition begins
Sunday.
The United States, RII&SLa.
East and West Germany are
expected to dominate that
competition, which will be
televised to more than 60
nations and about one billion
viewers, one quarter of the
world's population.
The early spotlight will
center on swimming, where
the American men and the
East German women are
heavily favored. The United
States could, conceivably, win
all 13 events.
The grace and beauty of
gymnastics also is on show
Sunday night with the tiny
little Russian girl, Olga
Korbut—who captured the
hearts of the world in
Munich—again ranked second
to her teammate, Lyudmila
Turishcheva.
Track and field begins
Friday. It hag been robbed of
president Avery Brundage,
the. IOC made a brief and
unsuccessful attempt to
recognize two Chinas. Peking
would not have it.
Last year the All-China
Sports Federation applied to
the IOC for recognition,
demanding that Taiwan be
kicked out. And that led in-
directly to the Taiwan row in
Montreal.
Canada, under pressure
from Peking, refused entry to
Taiwanese athletes unless
they 'dropped the name of the
Republic of China. The IOC,
after bitter protests over
Canada's attitude, pleaded
with the Taiwanese to call
themselves Taiwan. They
walked out instead.
The change of name was
proposed for the Montreal
Games only. t'The position on
Taiwan is a status quo,"
Killanin said, meaning it is
still recognized as the
Republic of China.
The IOC is taking its time
over Peking's application.
The row involving the
Africans blew up because New




secretary of the Supreme
Council for Sport in Africa,
handed a letter to the IOC
demanding that New Zealand
be kicked out of the games,
and hinting that they may
withdraw if their demand was
not met. Ganga said, however,
that any such decision would
have to be made by the
various teams' individaal
governments at home and
would be on a team-by-team
basis.
Killanin, in a written reply,
said rugby is not an Olympic
sport and the New Zealand
Olympic Committee has
nothing to do with the rugby
team.
Lance Cross, IOC membei
for New Zealand, said the IOC
gave Killanin 100 per ceni
backing. That included tht
eight African members, Eros:
added.
But Nigeria's walkout wa:
announced within two hours.
HORSE RACING
PHILADELPHIA — Sever
Valley's, $4.40, edged Pinct
Pie by a nose to win tht
headliner at Keystone.
its premier attraction,1
potentially the highlight of the
entire Games, the match-up of
Filbert Bayi and John Walker
of New Zealand in the 1,500
meters, the metric.mile. Bayi,
the world record holder in the
event at 3:32.2, was lost to the
Games when his country,
Tanzania, decided not to
compete. Walker holds the
world record in the mile,
3:49.4.
A deadly serious american
basketball team is seeking to
regain the gold medal it lost
for the first .time in Munich
four years ago. The U.S. plays
Italy in its first game of the
round-robin tournament.
The opening Jay of
competition also features
shooting, another sport in
which Americans are ex-
pected to do well.
The Games, which end Aug.
1, have cost the Canadians $1.4
billion in construction and
preparation costs. Montreal
orginally budgeted $445
million. Strikes, scandals and
cost over-runs ate up the rest
of it.
And it isn't yet complete.
The Olympic Stadium
finished only to a degree.
Huge cranes still hang over
the saucershaped facility that
seats some 70,000.
Graham Leads Westchester
Golf Classitily 4 Strokes-
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP Sports Writer
HARRISON, N.Y. (API —
Dave Graham leads the
$300,000 Westchester Golf
Classic by four strokes. But
the slim-built Australian isn't
exactly brimming with con-
fidence.
Despite a 36-hole total of 11-
under-par 131, the Aussie has
been around too long to start
spending that $60,000 first
prize just yet.
"We've got two more days,
and we could have a complete
reversal," cautioned the 30-
year-old Graham, who now
resides in Hollywood, Fla.
Sifaham shot a three-under-
par 68 Friday over the 6,603-
yard Westchester course. He
was the co-leader along with
Carlton White after the first
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round.
The closest to Graham as
the rich tournament went
under the national television
cameras today were Mike
Wynn and White, two
relatively unknown pros, and
veteran Larry Ziegler, winner
this year of the New Orleans
Open.
Wynn, who trailed White
and Graham by one stroke
after the opening round, shot
par 71 Friday, while White,
who like Wynn has never been
close to winning, slipped from
a first-round 63 to a one-over
72. And Ziegler continued his
steady play with a 67 to go
with his opening 68. They were
at seven-under 135.
Then, came Andy North,
Tom Watson and Arnold
Palmer at 136. North carded a
67, Watson 72 and Palmer
added a 67 to his 69, his first
consecutive rounds in the 60s
since the Hawaiian Open last
January.
Despite the host of sub-par
rounds on the first two days of
the tournament, Jack
Nicklaus barely made the cut
- "to 84 players for-the final- "t—
holes. Nicklaid shot a two-
over 73, and with his first
round 70 just survived the cut
at 143.
Graham is 43rd on the tour
money list with $41,758. His
best finishes are a tie for fifth
in the Crosby and ninth in the
Tournament Players
Championship. Twice he
failed to make the cut, at
Memphis and in the U.S.
Open. Graham has but one
victory on the tour, at
Cleveland, since he joined in
1971. He has won tournaments
in France, Japan, Thailand
and Venezuela, and , also
teamed with Bruce Devlin in
1971 to win the World Cup for
Australia.
Also still in contention at 137
are Miller Barber, Mike Hill,
Ben Crenshaw, third leading
money winner and a double
victor this year, and Eddie
Pearce
Crenshaw appeared headed
for a fine round Friday when
he had water problems at the
eighth hole and wound up with
a triple bogey. He still
managed a three-under 68.
Hubert Green, the tour's top
money winner, and British
Open Champion Johnny Miller
were at four-under 138.
-Open Thamptimr/erry
Pete hilssed the cut for the
third straight Week and Gary
Player also failed to hand in.

































FOR SUNDAY, JULY U, 1976
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES 
erA( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
'Recognize disturbing
elements quickly. You are
normally quite adept at this.
Several suggestions may be
made to you. Accept only those
which are truly worthwhile.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 2U
Stress your inborn prudence
and perceptiveness. Construc-
tive interests favored. Avoid
doubts and fears. You should
have a bright and happy day.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Your emotions could get out
of hand. So could any number of
things become bothersome IF
you permit. Stress tolerance
and understanding.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) (:)en
Fine influences! Your in-
centive and ambition should
match them. Be of good will,
purposeful in action. Seek
competent advice, if necessary.
Don't take anything for grant-
ed.
LEP
(July 24 to Aug. 23) .124z
Augment efforts' to produce
an improved program and more
effective methods to increase
advahtages. Some valuable new
contacts indicated.
(Aug. 24 to Sept. p) ik
VIRGO
Avoid excess activity, useless
wordage; be discriminating in
all that you do and say. Make no
drastic changes in things now
running smoothly.
IIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
You are not usually a
"quitter" nor do you leave
others in a lurch, but a 'present
tendency toward lethargy may
incline you to fall these innate
good traits. Curb!
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22)
Procrastination in facing a
"big" problem or undertaking
will pile up complications. Bear
this in mind and go about this
day emphasizing your more
practical and ingenious side.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) *Ifik01.
A splendid day for getting
ahead in personal matters,
which can aid you and yours in a
BIG way. Your good ,ludgrnent
and innate generosity will net
you fine advantages.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) 141
Don't let dreams take the
place of action, even though





(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Study the whys and where-
fores of past successes. Minor
alterations in your present
approach, attitudes and
methods could make a great
difference in the advances you
make.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
X
Vigor, a sense of respon-
sibility and pluck will be needed
now. Situations may not work
out as expected. Don't be im-
pulsive; step cautiously,
knowingly.
YOU BQRN TODAY are an
essentially conservative in-
dividual; intellectually inclined
and highly intuitive. You have
fine potentials for success in
either the business or
professional worlds — depend-
ing on your inclinations and
education, of course. It business
appeals to_you, your greatest
rewards will result through the
organizing and executive
branches of industry. You oust
learn, howeler, to curb dic-
tatorial tendencies which tend
to alienate others; also ob-
stinacy which you euphe-
mistically call will power." In
the artistic field, you could
excel as a writer, musician or
drama critic; in science, botany
and chemistry are your best
fields. Birthdate of: John H.





As the American Bicenten-
nial gets under way, Bahami-
ans recall that the New World
started at San Salvador.
It was there that Columbus
landed on Oct. 12, 1492, to
found a new era in history
and change the world.
WEEKEND 'DOWNFALL'
Weekends are the downfall
of many people trying to slim
.4b97r17—strys- -ere: Tem-
Pilltington cii St. George's
Hospital medical school, Lon-
don. That's because it's




PLAN . . . 20% DOWN
HOLDS ANY COAT WITH-
OUT FURTHER PAYMENT
UNTIL OCTOBER 1st. y"
STYLE
71Q3
Look How Little for A
Brand New Coat.
20% OFF
Now 24.50 to 5'5.00
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Every lady's coat we have is now marked off 20% with a
special lay-away plan. Good-looking coats to show you off,
protect you from cold breezes, sleet, snow or rain fall
coats, all-weather coats, pant coats, full length dress coats,










It's time-to start thinking about getting your
boy ready for school. Needless to say, he
has probably outgrown many of his last
year's clothes. Roses can give you a jump
on back-to-school shopping with our wide
selection of Snak7 Creek and Indiana Knit-
wear long sleeve snirts for boys. All are a
comfortable polyester, cotton blend, com-
pletely machine washable for easy care and
wear. Your choice of crew -neck styles in
























A small port of this outdoor section
will be set aside for Classified or
Classified display ads. These ads will
be restricted to those items for sale or
trade that are commonly associated
with hunting, fishing, booting etc. Ads
for 4-wheel drive vehicles will be acc-





WANT .TO -BUY trailer
for 14' flat bottom boat
Call 753-0362 or 753-7648
WANT TO BUY 1970 or
later model 14' to 15'
Runabout boat. Without
motor and trailer. Call
753-7653.
1970 SCOUT-excellent.
Four whet! drive. What
you always wanted. Call






cylinder, $120. Call 
7531809.
-
1972 G. W. JET IN-
VADER boat, 454
Chevrolet engine. $3890.
Call 753-9488 or 753-3144.
35 H.P. MERCURY
electric start with
controls'. $200 22 Caliber
Smith and Wesson, $165.
Rifie 243 caliber $110.
Telescope, $40. Call 753-
7827
15' RUNABOUT with 35
h p engine Brand new
trailer, used once. $550
Call 753-6476 or can be
seen at 509 South 8th
14' RUNABOUT with 4
h.p. Mercury motor and
trailer. $300. Call 753-
0085.
1$' V HULL, fiberglass, 70




POUND bow. One dozen
XX75 aluminum arrows
to match. Quiver, 3 pin
site. Excellent con-
dition. $100. Call 753-
8255.
REWARD $50.00
Reward offered for in-
formation leading to
the arrest or con-
viction of the person or
persons responsible






SEARS 5 M.P. outboard
motor. Call 753-2558.
14' pr. ALUMINUM boat





753-0013 or see at 1208
Melrose St.
110 POP UP CAMPER,
16' ft. sleeps six with
stove, sink and icebox.
Good condition. Call 753-
5499.
Deadline for classified ads to appear
in this section will be noon every Friday.
Sportsmen, you now have a chance
to advertise your items on the pages
most widely read by sportsmen in this
area. You may list your item in the
\ regular classified section for as many
\ days as you desire and also list it on
)







Open 7 Days A Week
8 a. m. - 10:00 p. m.





Cott Smith & Wesson
Well Trade For Any Gun
( Spring and Summer
UTO) 
Kentucky's leading outdoor news section from The Murray Ledger and Times, Murray, Kentucky;.
Outdoor Lore is dedicated to the hunters, fishermen and others who enjoy the out-of-doors
Boating Tips...
FISHING AFLOAT
Any boat can be a mobile fishing platform. No 
special
rigging or equipment is required, unless your preference
is a fully-outfitted tournament-style bass boat. The
fishing experts suggest that rod Folders and a suitable
anchor are bask accessories for most floating fisher-
men. An outboard or stern drive can Add considerably
to fishing fun. The boater can quickly maneuver to the
hot spots, troll at leisure, or head upstream for ilk:Wing
return. When you are through fishing for the day or just
cruising, heed the reminder to steer wide of stationery
fishermen. Lines will be strung out for many yards.
Nautical laws specify that the boater is responsible for







who lives in Paducah, has
been appointed to four-year
term on the state Fish and
Wildlife Commission,
replacing Dr. Donald L
Boucher, Paducah, whose
term expires in August.
Boatwright, who will
represent the First Wildlife
District on the nine-person
commission, was appointed by
Governor Julian Carroll after
sportsmen in the district met
and selected a list of five
candidates for the post. He
_
Hey man, ya can't see the worm for Ma crud?
will receive the oath of office
at the Commission's next
quarterly meeting, August 23,




appointments were also an-
nounced today by the fish and
wildlife department. They are
Charles Palmer, Lexington
attorney, who was reap-
pointed, to represent the Sixth
Wildlife District, and Dr.
James R. Rich, Covington
physician. who replaces Dr.




2 Ats Ent 11Wf 94 753-56-9-3A
A
Murray Bait CO
Home of the longggg dozen
FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area
Quality & Quantity Guaranteed
py Holiday Travel Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
Dem MrCI URI GRAYSON McCLURf
'oet. 44 las' QV, a9 M,..' Iiy 90' 2 m•les ur r.ght on itiO
?,,flow 780 tor mites post Bonner s Grocery fah*
vim-atop mro Panorama and follow blacktop ' • your r.ght
Telephone 502-436-5483
Butch Gjeer Outdoor Editor
Deer Hunt Applications Due
Noon, September 1
GOLDEN POND, KY —
Five one-day quota gun hunts
for deer will be held at Land
Between the Lakes, TVA's
public outdoor area in western
Kentucky and Tennessee, in
November.
Hunts will be held in the
Kentucky sector of the 170,000-
acre public area November 17,
10, 72, and 29, and in the
Tennessee portion November
15, 18, 23, and 27, with a
Special Youth Hunt in both
states November 13.
Completed applications
must be at the land Between
The Lakes office by noon,
September 1. Each ap-
plication muot be filled out
completely in order for it to be
processed. This includes
choice of dates and type of
firearm. A computer drawing
will select hunters and assign
areas and dates. Successful as
well as unsuccessful hunters
will be notified by mail.
Only youths who will be at
least 10 years of age, but who
have not reached 16 years of
age on the day of the hunt, will
be allowed to apply for the
special youth hunts November
13. Youths who apply fog the
special youth hunt cannot
apply for the regular quota
hunt.
Each youth must have all
state required licenses and
tags, a Land Between The
Lakes computer card permit,
and a hunter safety certificate
from a state-sponsored or
approved course; these must
be presented when checking in
for the hunt. Each youth must
be accompanied by an adult
who is at least 18 years of age
while hunting. The ac-
companying adult will not be
allowed to apply for or hunt
during the youth hunt. Each
adult accompanying a youth
—
in Kentucky is required by
state law to have a valid
Kentucky hunting license and
state deer permit. The adult
will be allowed to apply for the
regular quota hunt.
"The special youth hunts
are especially designed to
promote and encourage safe
handling of firearms and
hunting practices at an early
age," according to Land
Between The Lakes super-
visor of Wildlife management,
John Mechler.
Mechler emphasized the
youth hunt equally would,' . .
insure the sport of hunting as a
safe as we can possibly make
It for everyone concerned, and
that sportsmen understand
their responsibilities toward
conservation." He also noted
that both the states of Ken-
tucky and Tennessee, through
their respective departments
of wildlife resources, would be
All About Fishing Reels (Part VI)
Saltwater
Reels'
There is a wide range of
reels designed specifically for
salt water fishing. They differ
In design, size, etc. according
to the primary purpose for
which they are to be used.
There are reels for surf
fishing; reels for bay, boat
and pier fishing; reels for light
trolling in bay or ocean; reAs
with wide spools; and ones
with narrow spools; and,
finally, there are deep-sea or
"big game" ocean trolling
reels.
Salt water reels of all types
have a few things in common.





built, corrosion resistant, Fool
have strong drags, and hold
hundreds of yards of heavy-
test line.
Surf reels are either open-
face spinning or revolving
spool type, the latter with or
without level-wind. Both types
have good line capacity, ac-
comodating at least 200 yards
of 20 pound test line.
Reels intended for light bay,
boat or pier fishing
(sometimes called "service"
reels) look like over-sized
bait-casting reels; some
models have level-winds.
They should hold at least",
yard of line, have b ,
aluminum, or tough plastic
spools, strong star drags, and
side-plates.
The light ocean-bay trolling
reel should have a smooth
drag, fast speed of retrieve,
and good line capacity.
Salt water reels with wide
spools have greater line
capacity than those with
narrow spools. Narrow spool
reels are generally preferred
when fishing wire line, since
the larger spool diameter will
not be likely to cause kinks in
the wire. Many fisherinen
prefer narrow spool reels
when fishing lead-core lines,
for the same reason.
Deep-sea or "big game'
reels are the work horse
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other kind of reel these must
be strongly made. Powerful
and large ocean game-fish
often fight for several hours,
causing extreme stress and
wear to a reel. Only the best
reels will hold up under such
abuse, fish after fish, season
after season.
The spools of deep-sea reels
are especially important, and
they should be of one-piece
construction, either
aluminum, bronze, stainless




offering hunter safety classes
and courses for the young
hunters as welkas for adults.
These courses cover not only
safe handling of firearms, but
also basic information about
wildlife management, game
laws, sporting ethics, and first
aid.
"This will provide the public
the opportunity to take ad-
vantage of the outstanding
programs offered by the
states in the training of
sportsmen," Mechler added.
Statistical results have
shown hunters who have
completed training programs
are significantly safer hun-
ters. Dates that the states will
offer these classes will be
announced later.
Hunting applications can be
obtained at any one of the
three information points in the
area 'and Center Station;
applications and general
information on hunting and
regulations can also be ob-
tained by writing or calling
RESOURSE MANAGEMENT,
TV A, Land Between The Lakes,
GoldenPond, Kentucky 42231
telephone (502) 924-5602.
Many of the larger deep-sea
reels have harness lugs built
into the top of the reel so that
the fisherman can snap on his
"fighting harness" when
playing a fish. Some also have
rod clamps which are used to
screw the reel tightly to the
rod handle, giving added
assurance that the reel will
not loosen on the,rod's reel
seat.
Over-all construction, line
capacity, retrieve ratio, and
quality of drag all are to be
considered in the salt water
Free spool
button
Salt water casting reel
reel. Drags that can be pre-set
and controlled by a lever are
desirable on the larger reels.
Next week Part VII will
conclude the series of "All
About Fishing Reels." That
article will cover the variety
of "Speciality Reels" in-
cluding wire line trolling
reels, "winches" located in
the butts of rods, and many
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Sometime ago the mem-
bership of The Jenny Ridge
Bowhunters Society voted to
have some sort of display at
the County Fair this year. The
consensus of the members
was that we should "get out
and show our colors!" We
thought that we could display
the many items of equipment
used in bowhunting, provided
sound information for those
interested in bowhunting and
build a more solid club
through fellowship with
brother members while we
completed the enormous
amount of work that a project
such as this entail.
Any member of any
organization will tell you that
a project that involves all the
members of that organization
in a worthy endeavor can do
nothing but strengthen that
group. Pride in a job well done
builds pride in the
organization ahd that is the
name of the game if the group
is to flburisli.
Jen* Ridge set out to build
a display that could be used at
several scheduled events that
are on the calendar for the
rest of the year. We knew what
we wanted, but we really
didn't know what the final
form would be. Primed by
speculation; we laid plans and
went to work.
Work we did! Many
members gave unselfishly of
their time and labor and the




The het weather has chased
off many would be fishermen.
With the temperature soaring
up into the nineties and the sun
glaring down across thelakes,
fishing activity has slowed
almost to a standstill. Only a
few fishermen are hitting the
lakes early and late. Some
bass and a few crappie are
being caught in deep water off
the ctropoffs. Some sauger and
stripes have been caught by
trolling the river bank.
Catfishermen are still
faring well on trot lines. Those
who get out and hustle up bait
and have a pattern on ole
whiskers are taking some
good fish. Creek minnows cut
Frankfort, Ky.,-Jump
fishing for white bass is im-
proving at several lakes
around Kentucky, while
bluegill fishing remains fair
statewide and black bass
angling continues to be best at
night. The lake-by-lake
rundown, according to the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources:
Cumberland: Crappie fair
still fishing and drifting in the
heads of deep coves; white
bass fair in the jumps early
and late in the day; Er
tailwaters, trout slow; clear tc
murky, stable at 24 feet below
the timberline and 83 degrees.
Dale Hollow: White bass
slow to fair caatilig spinners
and spoons in the early
morning and late afternoon;
clear, Etable at 142 feet above
pool and 82 degrees.
into small pieces make SZ-
cellent this time of year.
They can be caught with
minnow traps placed in most
any of the creeks around the
county. Two weeks ago the
cats were up in the shallows
chasing the willow fly hatch,
then they moved out to the
secondary channels near the
main river. Many times
fishermen must move their
lines from day to day in order
to stay with the fifth
movement. Oftentimes a good
catch or no catch at all
depends upon guessing where
the fish will be.
Speaking of,catfishing, I'm
going to spend a day soon with
Cave Run: Bluegill fair
along shallow banks and over
submerged cover; musky fair
casting and trolling medium
and deep runners over old
road beds and the main
channel; clear to murky,
stable at pool and 77 degrees.
Laurel: Crappie good over
submerged cover; black bass
fair on spinner baits and ar-
tificial nightcrawlers around
rocky points; clear, stable at
pool and 80 degrees.
Dewey: Crappie fair over
submerged cover and around
stick ups; bluegill fair in inlets
and bays; clear to murky,
stable at pool and 81 degrees.
Rough River: Bluegill fair
to good along shallow banks;
white bass fair in the jumps
early and late in the day; in
tailwaters, trout slow; clear to
murky, stable at pool and 83
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment





shape. Several long nights
work resulted in the con-
struction of permanent
display.boards and equipment
was giithered to fill the boards
with bowhunting Atems that
could be used to educate the
public about bowhunting.
When the work had been
compeeted and a set-up date
had been chosen all was in
readiness. And that's when the
fun really- started!
The work party assembled
at the appointed time last
Monday. At that time we were
ready to set up our display
someplace near the midway
because there was no room for
us in the barn.
There was some mix-up at
the fairgrounds over the ac-
tual spot which had been
Howard Downs and do a
special feature about the life
of a commercial fisherman.
Howard has been fishing for
several years now and is very
knowledgable of the lakes and
ways to catch catfish. He has
been giving me valuable in-
formation about sport fishing
since-I met him five years ago.
Also, he's a great story teller.
Many a time I've sat up on his
screened-in porch and listened
to some interesting stories
about happenings in the land
between the rivers, where he
was born and raised.
Greg Schanbacher and his
father, Gene, went fishing
with me one afternoon last
week. We trolled the river
channel near Pine Bluff"
Shores and caught only one
small yellow stripe. We then
headed for the mouth of Blood
River and the good ledges
there.litill no luck.
finally I remembered a
shallow underwater island
which had some good dropoffs
whpre I'd caught several
sauger and stripes whiles
crappie fishing last winter and
degrees.
Barren: Bluegill fair to good
along deep banks; black bass
slow to fair at night on ar-
tificial nightcrawlers off
rocky points; clear to murky,
falling slowly, ten inches
above pool and 82 degrees.
Noliri:. Whitt bass good in
the jumps; bluegill fair off
deep banks; in tailwaters,
white bass fair; clear, stable
at one foot above pool and 81
degrees. -
Barkley: Black bass slow to
fair on crank baits off points;
bluegill slow but improving
around rip rap; in tailwaters,
catfish and crappie fair; clear
to murky, stable at eight in-
ches below pool and 84
degrees.
Kentucky: White bass fair
in the jumps and by still
fishing minnows around
bridge piers; sauger fair
alloted for our display. We
waited for the word to get
started doing our thing. And
we waited some more/The
afternoon was passing swiftly
and we /didn't really know
what yris going to happen!
Along about three o'clock
the word was passed down to
us that we could have a booth
inside the barn because of a
last minute cancellation!
Wow! We had like three hours
to put up our display in a booth
that was twice the size of the
display area that we had
planned on having and with
fewer people on the crew
because some of the members
were already committed for
the late afternoon hours.
There was no time to worry
about hands. We had a job and
it had to be completed by the
official opening hour! No time
to slack-off man; just get the
job done!
We got heavy into the thing
at hand? A few eyes got real
big when we came in the door
with a ten foot section of tree
trunk that was to be used to
display treestands and
climbing gear. Several good
folks who had other displays in
the barn came to our aid as the
display took shape. It was
really neat to have all those
extra hands involved in our
project and it was funny at the
.same time because most of the
"helpers" had never seen
gear like we were putting up.
and didn't have a notion about
what it was used for. Thanks
-to_ a lot of "good people"
whose names we don't know
but we love you just the same!
spring. We found some small
stripes up at about five feet
deep near where it fell off to a
depth of fifty feet. Greg
caught the first fish, a small
baSs. He then caught a couple
of small stripes.
Soon Gene and I saw Greg
lean back on his rod and
immediately a beautiful
Kentucky ha.ss jumped from
thewater about seventy-five
'feet from the boat. Greg
cranked hard on his Zebco
spincast reel and soon was
proudly holding up the biggeat
bass he'd ever caught-a four
pounder.
Altogether, we managed to
catch a mixed stringer of ten
fish. This was enough for the
Schanbachers to have a good
fish fry.
Good luck and good fishing
casting and trolling deep
runners around gravel bars
and points; in tailwaters,
catfish and sauger fair; clear,
stable at pool and 82 degrees.
Herrington: Black bass fair
at night on artificial night-
crawlers off rocky points and
in inlets and bays; bluegill fair
along deep banks; clear iiss
murky, rising slowly, four feet
above pool and 82 degrees.
Fishtrap: Bluegill fair a lon,
deep banks; crappie slow over
deep cover areas; clear,
stable at pool and 82 degrees.
Grayson: Bluegill good over
submerged cover and around
stick ups; crappie fair over
submerged cover; in
tailwaters, trout fair, clear to
murky, stable at pool and 78
degrees.
Green: Bluegill fair along
deep banks; white bass slow in
the jumps; in tailwaters, trout
slow; clear, falling slowly, two
feet above pool and 79
degrees.
Buckhorn: Bluegill fair to
good along deep banks; clear -
to murky to muddy, falling
slowly, one foot about pool and
79 degrees.
Astro Car Wash
Wash 5100 H6t Wax
With Fill-up 1 00
Free Vacuum
with Purchase
Some member( lust sort of
"turned-up" at the right time
to help out. One lady, who is a
wife to one and mother to two
other members, should be
voted "Bowhunting Mother of
the Year!" Nellie Hays is one
heck of a lady with a heart as
big as this whole darn
typewriter! Nellie made at
least three trips -to the
fairground to bring us things
that had been overlooked or
forgotten in the rush to get the
job done. We owe you Nellie
and we ain't gonna forget ya!
No way!
As the opening hour got
closer the display was really
starting to shape up. It was hot
in that old barn but we worked
on to finish it out. At last we
had it ready to go and the
crowds were beginning to
come in the main gate. Time
to split and get a shower for
the first night of six. We all felt
good about the display and we
hoped the public would enjoy
it. A job well done builds pride
and we all felt it. It do feel
good!
The members who were
assigned to man the booth
came out at the appointed
times and their wives and
children displayed much
patience and understanding
knowing all the time that their
men would be working five
hours on the nights they were
assigned. A special note of
thanks to all the wives and
kids; we couldn't have our
jobs without your cooperation
and we know it! We have some
mighty good folks associated
with this club and they have
shown us how fine they are
during this hectic week.
When this piece goes to
press in the Saturday edition
of the Ledger we will have
completed five nights in our
booth. We hope that you will
come by and see us when you
attend the fair. Our members
are ready to show you all
kinds of bowhunting equip-
ment and explain the function
of each item. This Is a real
opportunity for the beginning
bowhunter to come out and get
some good information about
bowhunting from people who
love the sport and participate
in all of its phases. Our aim is
to help as ,many people as
possible acquire some
knowledge about our
organization and the sport
that caused the club to be
formed in the first place.
When the fair is over and the
project is just a memory we
would like to continue our
program of public awareness
in the area of bowhunting and
bowhunter education. We are
willing to bring oufitli.splay
and program to your civic,
church or other group because
we believe that you are in-
terested in what we are doing
as a club and as practitioners
of the ancient art of hunting
with the bow and arrow. You
are cordially invited to call on
us for a program.
This week has been a hassle,
but it has been worth every
last rrt,ute that has been put
In! Come on out and see us.
"Fortuna bona venatione
bona cum arcu!"
We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
641 Super Shell
Dan Watson and Billy Joe Pyle, Murray, Kentucky, pose
with 32-1b. and 174-1b. catfish they caught on a trotline in
the Redd Hollow area of Land Between The Lakes,
TVA's public outdoor area, over the 4th of July
weekend. On Kentucky Lake, fishing reports indicate the
water to be murky and at 79 degrees F with night
fishing for stripers eseellent. Sauger-and bass fishing is
reported good take Barkley reports indicate water tem-
perature around 80 degrees F with small bass hitting
plastic worms off deep banks. Bluegill fishing is reported
good around the shoreline, catfishing good off the bot-
tom, and sauger good in the canal. For additional in-
formation on fishing opportunities in the lakes area,
write or call TVA, Land Between The Lakes, Golden
Pond, KY 42231, telephone 502-924-5402. "
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Hook's Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires clod
four-wheel drive vehicles
The "Widest" selection of four-wheeling tires in the
Jackson Purchase featuring:

















LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!










If the phone doesn't ring, could
be that not enough people know
you're there. When you've got o
service to sell, you can count
newspaper advertising to make
that phone ring ... and ring ...
and ring ... because newspaper
advertising really gets the mes-







YOU CAN TALK ALL YOU
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A QUARTER
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HAVE' l'WOLITP1 I r-6D




Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
St. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,



















SO CAN'T WE GET ON
UMTH THE SHOW






























 1RabbitAS MUCH HEADAND LEG ROOMAS SOMEMEDIUM-SIZED CARS.Carroll VWAudi \.
Your need is our concern.
NEEDLINE, 753-6333.
LAMBS DISCOUNT
Shoes, new shipment of
men's shots and boots.
We also have women's
Nature Sole shoes,
wedges, Easy Street and
sandals. Call 489-2550.
I Nos epee 811 day Solhordeysad Lawn* night until 1a.m. for drop li sarvicns.Mot, inforaentioa call:Makii53-44$1
NOTICE
APOroinnatelv 12,1100 o. ft.
of rental awe available at2nd and Poplar Streets.Western Dark Tobacco





'carnet:. Tractor must be
1971 model or newer.
Will be running 17
states. Call 1-443-2621
between 8 and 5 daily.
SOMEONE TO SELL OR
BUY Watkins Products.
Call Zone manager, 753-
5550.
WANTED CHRISTIAN
lady to sing in a part-
time gospel group in this














person at Owens Food
Market, 1407 W. Main.
Before 10 a.m. please.








and an interview contact
Don Denison at 901-642-
9161.
BA BYS1TTER FULL
time, 5 days weekly to
care for 2 year old child
in my home. Must have
own transportation and
able to do light
housework. References
if available. Call 753-
3493.
14 Want To But
WANTED USED AIR
conditioner. Call Dill
Electric, 753-1551 or 753-
9104. We also have used
air conditioners for Sale.
WANT TO BUY trailer
for 14' flat bottom boat.
Call 753-0362 or 753-7648.


















LOFTY PILE, free from
soil is the carpet cleaned
with Blue Lustre, rent
electric shampooer. Big
K, Bel Air Shopping
Center.
RIDING MOWER, new 8
h.p. motor, tractor type.




has 4 drawers. $35.00.
Call 753-9219 after 5 p.m.
WIGGINS FURNITURE,
2,02 miles North of
Murray on 641 has
Armstrong vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths - 16 patterns to
choose from. Call 753-
4566. We deliver.
n" FAN IN frame, good
condition. Reverse
switch. Belt driven. Call
753-3022.




white cabinet T. V. used
living room suite, priced
to sell. Call 753-4069.
ONE18" POWERMAT1C
planer with 3 phase 5






Thomas A. Edison 10,000
BTU, $199.95. 17,000









also corner desk and




















wanted. 2 p.m.-8 p.m.
Apply in person at
University Inn
Restaurant.
TWO COUCHES for sale










and Service, 500 Maple
























'FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needa. Call AAA Fence
gui>1)-1 170.., 1444-6865,
Paducah,





1970 640 CASE combine,
2 cylinder with 2









SL 70 HONDA FOR sale
Sears 5 h.p. outboard
motor Realistic Super
maximum base CB




Bought new last July.
115 Johnson motor.
$3,700. Call 753-2932.
15' RUNABOUT with 35
h.p. engine. Brand new
trailer used once. $550
Call 753-6476 or can be
seen at 509 South 8th.
14' RUNABOUT WITH 4
h.p. Mercury motor and
trailer $300. 1965 Mer-





Smith and Wesson, $165.
Rifle 243 caliber $110.












washer and dryer. 2
years old. Excellent
condition, $200. Also 1961
Chevrolet pickup with
camper. Can be seen at
Cherry Corner, second
house on left past
Methodist Church.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any siz for antique
beds or campers. Buy
direct and save on all
mattresses, Helthopedic
or foam. WEST KY.
MATTRESS, 1136 South
3rd, Paducah, Phone 1-
443-7323.
•---111EX4S-WO1tM-
Irvin Cobb Road, (High-
way 732), red worms,
canvdian 'Night
Crawlers. Phone 436-
564. atter 5 p.m.
24. Miscellaneous
CHIFFEROBE, rocker,
dresser and chest of
drawers, toy jumping









19 INCH PHILCO color
TV $125.00. Call 753-9757
before 4 p. m. or all day
Thursday and Saturday. •
23 CHANNEL CB base
station with power mike.
Call 4374254.
1.973 PYRAMID MOBILE
home, 12 x 65, gas
heating, $5300. Front
den with sliding door.
Call 474-2715 or 474-2375.
1972 12 x 60 2 bedroom,
furnished, central air,
underpinned, tie downs.
See at Riviera Cts., or
- call 7534280.
12 ilk-tweeted Ey.




12 70 TWO bedroom
mobile home, gas heat.
Underpinned, eight
tiedowns, air con-
ditioned, will sell fur-
nished or unfurnished.




WE BUY used mobile,
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
NICE 10 x 50 all electric.
air condition, $90 per
month. Call 489-2595.
KO x 12 TRAILER on lake










1% miles East of
Murray. Available 18 th
•orinly. Call 767-4055.
12 a 50 TWO bedroom
mobile home. Washer
and dryer, private lot.
One mile from city
limits on 121 West. $100
per month. Deposit and
references. Call 753-
3533. .
31 Want To Rent
LOOKING FOR FUR-
NISHED • 2 bedroom
house with backyard for
married couple and
large dog. Call:167-2753.
HOUSE OR FARM IN
Dexter area. Family of 5
with references. Will do
repair and upkeep. Call -
753-5184.
NEW FACULTY member
would like to rent 2-3
bedroom house,
preferably furnished.
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7. Apartments Far Rent
For Rent
Nice furnished apart-
ments for 2-3-4 or 5
college girls or boys.
753-5845 or 753-
5108 after 4 p. m.
Large apartment for 8
girls. Each has private
bedroom and living
room. For information
Call: 75 3-5 865 or 753-
Sl0lafteróp.m.




at 1414 Vine St.
FURNISHED APART-





34 Houses For Rent
COUNTRY ,.HOME - 33









only. Call 753-5281 after 6
p.m.






mare with colt. Also 4
., wheel wagon. Call 753-
7494 days, 753-7 26 3
nights.
33. Pets Supplies
RABBITS FOR sale. Call
753-7564.
HIGH BRED SETTER
bird dog puppies. Call
753-4504.
TWO REGISTERED
Irish Setter pups. Eight
weeks old. Also 1 male
white Poodle, 5 months









DAY, July 17, 8 a.m. -6
p.m. Down Highway 121
toward New Concord,






MOVING SALE - stereo,
sofa, jewelry, clothes
and more. Saturday,
July 17, 1007 Main. 8-5.
YARD SALE Friday and
Saturday. Used fur-
niture and household









yard sale-413 South llth
St. July 16 and 17, 8 to 6.
Men's and women's
clothing, S, M, and L
sizes. Quilts, featherHORSES FOR-.,SALE. pillows, appliances,Gentle horses' \ „for_ plants, macrame,anyone to ride. $250 and miscellaneous.
up. Call 474-2717.
38 Pets - Supplies
SEVEN MINIATURE
type Poodles for sale.




puppies. Call 753-6412 or
753-0967 after 4 p.m.
ARC REGISTERED
Doberman, male, ex-
cellent blood lines. Call
753-4183.
ARC YORKSHIRE
Terrier, I year old,
male. $150. Call before
2:00 p.m. 492-8386.
41.Public Sales
TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very





property. 16 acres near
Almo, Ky. includes 12
acres of cropland,
trailer hookup 2 good
wells, one with new
pump and septic tank.
RECEN SLY-
REDUCED. Call 753-






located in Kiricsey, new
3 bedroom, 11'2 bath
home with central heat
and air, located on large
lot with nice garden
area. Priced at only
$17,900. Phone 753-1222.
KOPPERUD REALTY,




Made To Your Specifications




For Home or Business
Thornton Tile
And Marble




For all complete full size cars delivered
to ...






within two and a half
miles of Murray on the
Old Salem Rad. Four
bedroom brick home





steam heat. this is a
quality built home. Five
acres are fenced for
cattle or horses. Fruit




Street, Murray, Ky., 753-
0101 or 753-7531.





Across from Post Office.
JVST
Bedroom countrY home
Vs miles. southwest of
Murray. Home is
situated on beautiful
tree-shaded one acre lot
on quiet country paved







FOR LISTING and selling
your property, see Boyd-
Majors Real Estate, 105
North 12th, 753-8080 or






753-9036, B. B. Hook, 753-

















paved drive, has central
heat and air, wall to wall
carpet. Large lot in City
School District. Call for
appointment to see,
GUY SPANN REALTY,
901 Sycamore St, 753-
7724.
tellecod to Sod
4 Sotheat, 1/2 befits,
baseboard boat, with otiSty
owl bobby roam, hes 2300
semi feet 1st 1.5 a 155.
Must sal this week "make
offer."
Strdedod Privet,'
3 bedroom, wee al the
aterfarts roe maid **post.
14as piestsrod welt, ree of
No best Wilt booms




44. Lots For Sale
CONTACT OWNER-
package deal. Three lots
on Keniana Develop.




48219 or call 1-(317)-357-
3157.
45 Farms For Sale
HILL ADAMS FARM -48
acres. 45 tendable On
Backusburg-Coldwater
Rd. Call 489-2126.
46 Homes For Sale
FIVE ROOM BRICK




acres, 8 miles from
Murray. Call 4364479.
HOUSE AND 51,4 acres
land House is half rock
and half brick. With 40 x
60 concrete block body
shop. On Highway 641
North, 4 miles out of
Mw-ray. Call 753-5614i
  31-"IE 310mom
Ii
81
k-f TO HAVE A NICE PAY ON CAPITOL
H11-1-, PEAR."
46. Homes For Sale
FOR SALE NEW 4
bedroom house nearing
completion. Buy now
and choose your carpet
color. Call 753-3903.
THREE BEDROOM
Jhouse on large lot
rocatetinear Penny
ConununIty, just off




of Highway East 94 and
280. 3 Bedroom brick,
large den with fireplace,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, utility,
and 1% baths. Central
heat and air. Carpeting
throughout. Good
location. Phone 753-7857.
BY OWNER at Cold-







large bath. 100' x 230'
lot. Call 753-0550 or 489-
2116 after 6 p.m
FOR SALE BY OWNFR-3
bedroom brick, central
heat and air, bath and
half, wall to wall carpet,
hardwood fenced in





oom with ACRE, 3 bedroom
car garage, house, 2 bath, newly
decorated carpeted,
electric heat, air con-
dition on Dr. Rob Mason
Road near Fairgrounds.
Five ,minutes front-...j97$ MERCURY
University. Call 753- 'COLONY Park station6m
wagon, local car, power
and air. $750. Call 436-
41 Mutort.e.Ies
1973 51/8 YAMAHA, new
engine, best offer, good
condition. Call 753-8911.
1975 HONDA 400F Super
Sport. 3200 miles. Call
753-8445 after 5.
1973 HONDA St70, 9200.
Also 1975 Honda XL 125.
-Just like new. 600 actual
miles, asking $650. Call
753-7546.
49 Used Cars 8, Trucks
1114 PINTO WAGON, new
tires, wars clean,
factory air condition,
tape player and extra
good speakers. Real
clean. Extra good




fully equipped. Call 753-
5315 from 8 till 5.
1978SCOUT-excellent.
Four wheel drive. What
you always wanted. Call
753-5281 after 6 p.m.
1972 DODGE pickup.
Short wheel base, step
side bed, 38,600 miles.
$1,550. Call 435-4305.
19'75 DATSUN 610. Four
door, 4 speed, factory
air, AM-FM stereo tape
player, many other
extras. Like new. $3,795.
Call 753-09M.
1961 CHEVROLET
pickup turck. See at C &
P Body Shop. Highway
.. South.
AU PLYMOUTH, good
condition. $150. Call 436-
2294.
GOOD USED ENGINE 
parts for Honda 3L125 1974 PINTO RUNABOUT,
and SL 100. 1972 Susuki 1 owner car, 25 m.p.g. 4
90CC, $60. Call 753-7593. speed. $1700. Call 480-
2570 or 753-5964.
BRAND NEW Chaparral
100 CC trail bikes, $375.






1965 DODGE TWO DOOR
hardtop, powcr brakes,
steering and air. $325.
Four chrome reversible
wheels for Ford or












dition. Must sell. $1075
or best offer. Call 753-
6781.
MUST SELL, 2 year old
brick home, 3400 sq. ft.
of floor space. Four
large bedrooms, 3 baths.
complete kitchen and 2
car garage. Located on 1
acre of land. Five miles
West of Murray, 's mile
off blacktop. Priced in
low 40's. Call 753-7625.
BY OWNER - Extra nice





bedroom, 2 bath home
near high school. Call
753-7853.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
home, garage attached,
apple trees, 2 small
outbuildings, garden
spot, 2 miles South of Bel
Air Shopping Center on
641. Call 753-0154.
ROBERTS REALTY -
your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.








Call 901-642-3067 after 5
p.m.
1173 HONDA 350. 753-7900,
good condition.
1973 HONDA CB 350, good
condition. $650. Call 753-
5563.
2427.
1974 BRONCO, 4 wheel
drive, V-8 automatic,
excellent condition..
$3,550 or best offer. Call
753-7750 after 5.
1975 DATSUN B219, 8000
.rniles, 5 months old. Also
154 Runabout Seeking 35





Blazer-full time 4 x 4.
Air, power, steering and
brakes. Two sets of
wheels included. Call
753-2385 after 5 p.m.
1971 FORD van, Hi-back
swivel seats, new G-60
tires, rocket wheels,
needs body work and
transmission. Call 753-
6781.
1974 FORD LTD station
wagon, excellent con-
dition. Call 753-7370 or
753-0129.
1973 GREMLIN X,
automatic, $1,775. 14 ft.
aluminum boat and












truck, % ton, needs
engine. Also separate
engine. $300. Call 436-
2173.
FOR SALE 1970 Ford
Brougham, 2 door, one
,owner, 27000 actual
miles. New tires, bat-
tery, plugs and points.
EXTRA EXTRA clean.




top. $5G. Call 489-2510.
WOULD LIKE TO














struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.











Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimate.
DRIVEWAYS graveled,
will haul all types of
rock; white, decorative
and wash rock. All types
of sand and agriculture
lime. Mark Rucy
Trucking, call after 4.




work needs call John




bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203.
1967 CHEVROLET 4,• ton 
pickup, V-8. $325. Cell





Call 753-5627 or 753-9618.
1972 109 LS Audi, 4 door,
air, sun roof. Call 753-
8301 or 753-3683.
1972 240-Z, air con-
ditioned, automatic,
49,000 miles, 83,200. Call
Paducah, 554-9822










16 ft. sleeps six itth
stove, sink and icebox.




good condition. Call 753-
4955.
16' TRAILER, camper.









and dirt. Call 437-4533,
after 8 p.m. Call 1- 354-
8161 or 1-354-8138.
ALUMINUM DOORS and




and glass shelves and





delivery. M & G Com-
plete Glass. Phone 753-
E210 or 489-2423
BLACKTOP PAVING
and seal coating. For




keep children in my
home. Phone 753-6550.
FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates of your needs.
LICENSED electrican -
prompt efficient ser-
vice. No job too small.
Call Ernest White, 753-
0605.
ELECTROLUX SALES








Call 753-4124, South 4th






INSULATioN blown in oy
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling












753-5429 after 4 p.m.
CHAIN LINK fence, yard,
lake tat, swimming pool,
























anywhere. Call Rosa, -
4.36-2505.
KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes,
and institution rug:






and exterior by the




WILL BUSH HOG lots. .
Call 753-1980, D. 0. -
Parks.
DOZER WORK - small;7"
size ideal for leveling;1',
spreading backfilline-.;





and white male kittens.





FREE-Six of the cutest
and most lovable
puppies that you'll ever
see. About six weeks old.
Three are males, solid
black. Three are
females, black, brown,
and white spotted. their
hair will be fairly long
and their tails are held
curled over their backs.
Were abandoned at the -
new City Park and are
now under the care of
the Humane Society.
These pups all have
sweet and friendly
dispositions and appear
to be in excellent health.
_Call either 753-3904 or
753-3535 after 4:30 p.a._
SILVER KITTEN.,
female, had shots. Call
753-0381.
GREY AND WHITE




mow or any other odd
jobs. Call 489-2471.
SIDING CARPORTS PATIO COIHRS AWNINGS
ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.
Box 377 Hazel, Ky.
Will Ed Bailey Off•ce Bobby Lawrence
497 8897 492-8647 492 8879
AUCTION
July 20, Tuesday, 10 a. m.
HOUSEHOLD
Panhellenic Buikfing at five Points in Murray, Ky.
(Former athletic building, across from Palace Drive In)
The Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority areselling out
their house of furniture. It is or top quality, wood::
and fabrics bought new about 4 years ago at
Thruman's Furniture. Following is a partial list:
Lee's Carpeting - Bengal Rose color (16'x36' with
rubber pad, sold new for over $13.00 per sq. yd.);
draperies' "Empress" color, Cypress (36' .wide x
92" long, lined with traverse rod); sofa - (tufted
back, Kroehler - Celery color crushed velvet); 2 -
Fairfield chairs ( one with cane sides); Dining
Room Table - Six Side Chairs - Two arm Chairs - and
. Hutch !Tour Navaca - Pecan wood); Hall Creden-
za; Slate Top Server; Wine Commode; Regular
Commode; Cocktail Table; Four Lamps; And Other
Items.
Auctioneers Note: Let me once again stress that
this merchandise is of TOP QUALITY and in PER-
FECKONDITION.
Te,rins and conditions announced at sale time.
Sale "held instde building, rain or shine Lunch





P. 0. Box 1456, 1535 Brood
442-6300








Call ,Ben Armstrong - 436-2174
Lakeway Shores - ti orray, Ky.
14.t l1, Arpin. Your Sarlinc Seertr-




Mrs. Nelse Waggoner, 900
Olive, died Friday at 8:30 p.
m. at Westview Nursing
Home.
Mrs. Waggoner, 84, is
survived by two daughters,
Mrs. Mary Lou Lassiter, 900
Olive, Mrs. Nelle McCuiston,
206 North 10; one son, Dr. Ray
Waggoner, Ft. Mitchell; two
grandchildren and two great-
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be at
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Chapel at three p. m. Sundays
with Dr. James A. Fisher
officiating. Burial will be in
the Murray City Cemetery.





Rev. Jerrell White, pastor of
the Memorial Baptist Church,
Main and Tenth Streets, will
be the speaker at the 10:50 a.
m. and six p. m. services on
Sunday, July 18, at the church.
"Your Great Work" will be
the morning sermon topic with
the scripture to be from
Nehemiah 2:18, 4:19.
Special music will be
Presented by the Sanctuary
Qioir, directed by Rev. Ron
Hampton, minister of music,
with Mrs. Margaret Wilkins as
organist and Mrs. Diane
Dixon as pianist.
Claude Miller, deacon of the
week, will assist in the mor-
ning service.
The evening sermon topic
will be "God's Word To Us
From I Corinthians 10."
Special music will be
presented.
Church Teaching will be at
9:40 a. m. with Tommy
Wilkins as director for the
subject, "0 God, Our Help"
from Exodus 5-14. Church
Training will be at seven p. m.
with Richard Newcom as
director.
Rev. White will speak at
Fern Terrace Lodge at two p.
Sunday. The Adult I
--..Department takes the Sunday
-T=School lesson to Fern Terrace
residents each second and
fourth Sundays.
Larry and Kitty Ray
--'.,Keaton, missionaries to Spain.
:will be the special guests at
— the Wednesday services at
7:30 p. m. A family night
potluck supper will be served
1t 6:30p. m.
Ford Heading Back Onto
The Campaign Trail Today
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Ford is heading
back on the campaign trail,
wooing Connecticut GOP
delegates with a message
that, "We must center our
attack not on fellow
Republicans ... but on this
Democratic ticket which tries
to be all things to all people."
Ford was optimistic that he
will defeat challenger Ronald
Reagan, saying, "Now we
must resolve to stop fighting
each other and start helping
each other." e..
On the final day of GOP
delegate-selection con-
ventions, Ford was bound for
Hartford to make a personal
plea for a clean sweep of
Connecticut's 35 delegates. He
said in his text for the oc-
casion:
"We must center our attack
not on fellow Republicans, but
on this Democratic Congress,
the Democratic platform and
Democratic ticket which tries
to be all things to all people."





Bishop Earl Hunt Jr., 57,
has been announced as the
new resident bishop of the
Nashville area of the United
Methodist Church.
The Nashville area inclades
the Memphis Conference of
the church, of which the
Purchase counties of Ken-
tucky are a part.
Bishop Hunt is completing
12 years as bishop of the
Charlotte, N. C., area. Before
that, he was a college
president and pastor in the
Holston Conference of the
church.
Dr. Jerry Carr, Paducah
District superintendent, said
Bishop Hunt met with
Memphis Conference leaders.
He described Bishop Hunt as a
"congenial and warm per-
son."
Bishop H. Ellis Finger, who
is leaving the Memphis-
Nashville area, was assigned
to the Holston Conference, and
Bishop Scott Allen, who has
been in the Holston area, was
assigned to the Charlotte area.
The action took place at the
Southeastern Jurisdictional
Conference of United
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Chaney of 44 Mental im-
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FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
Murray Branch
7th and Main
delegates, The only other
convention today was in Utah,




on Thursday, Reagan gained
the support of one delegate
who previously was un-
committed. Another Penn-
sylvania delegate who had
stated a preference for Ford
switched to the uncommitted
column.
The Associated Press tally
now shows Ford with 1,031
delegates of the 1,130 needed
for nomination. -and Reagan
North. Fork Church
to Hold Revival
Revival services will be held
at the North Fork Baptist
Church starting Monday, July
19, and continuing through
Sunday, July 25, with Rev.
Dick Dickerson of Missouri as
the evangelist.
The services will be held at
7:45 p. m. with special music
each evening. Virgil Paschall
will be the song leader with
Judy Freeze as pianist and
Regina Veazey as organist.
Rev. James Phelps, pastor,




Two Murray youths were
hospitalized as a result of'
injuries received in a one-car
accident Thursday on Ky. 94,
.2 mile east of Lynnville at
10:50 p. m.
Jerry Runyon, 14, of 801
Meadow Lane in Murray, was
listed in satisfactory condition
in Lourdes Hospital today with
fractured jaw and a possible
skull fracture. '
Runyon -was-- the only
passenger in a car driven by
Donald D. Harrison, 16, of 402
S. llth St., Murray. According
to a Kentucky State Police
report, the vehicle in which
the two were riding went out of
control in a slight curve,
leaving the - road and over-
hirnhig:
Harrison was admitted to
the Mayfield Community
Hospital for observation. His






will be held at the First
Baptist Church on Sunday
July 18, with the pastor, Dr.
Bill Whittaker, speaking at
both services at 10:45 a. m.
and seven p. m.
"Love and Lust" will be the
subject of the morning sermon
with the scripture reading
from Exodus 20:14 and
Matthew 5:27-72. Dr. Bobby
Malone, deacon of the week,
will assist in the services. The
invocation will be by Steve
Hussung.
A solo will be sung by Mrs.
Becky Hogarroamp, along with
special selections by the Adult
Choir. Mrs. John Bowker is
organist and Mrs. G. M.
Knight is pianist.
At the evening service Dr.
Whittaker will speak on
'Respect For People" with
scripture from Exodus 20:13
and Matthew 5:21-22. The
ordinance of baptism will be
observed by the church.
A solo will be sung by Mrs.
Bobby Henry, and special
music will also be by the Adult
Choir.
Gus Robertson, Jr., and
Bobby Malone have been
directing the music for the
worship services while W.
Rudolph Howard, minister of
music, has been on vacation.
Mrs. Bowker and Mrs. Knight
have lead the Wednesday
evening choir rehearsals.
Taking the offering on
Sunday will be Owen
Billington, Neil Brown, Eddie
Jones, David Lyons, Steve
Hussung, Hillard Rogers, and
Nvid Bowker.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mrs. Dale Cochran,
Mrs. A. D. Adkins, Mrs. Jack
Crook, Miss Nancy Noff-
singer, Mrs. Rarbara BlaloCR,
Mrs. Bobby McDowell, Mrs.
William Sams, Miss _Julie
Sams, Mrs. B. C. Grogan,
Miss Donna Bailey, Miss




convention speech was his
first political address -since
Jimmy Carter and Walter
Mondale accepted their spots
on the Democratic
presidential ticket on Thur-
sday.
Ford said of the months-long
battle he and Reagan have
waged:
"The Republican Party this
year has demonstrated
throughopt America the vigor,
vitality and competive spirit
an which a dynamic political
organization thrives.
"Now 'tee must resolve to
stop fighting each other and
start helping each other. We
must resolve to strengthen our
party with November vic-
tories at every level, from the
courthouse to the statehouse
to the White House."
As Ford spoke of "joining
ranks in a common struggle"
Reagan operatives at the
Connecticut convention were
threatening a floor fight,
contending that proposed
rules would block the former
California governor from
claiming a share in the state's
delegation.
Bus...
(Continued from Page 1)
began to develop at about 4:15
p.m. Thursday, when parents
started telephoning Madera
County authorities that the
bus bringing their children
back from their day outing
was late. - - .
A land search proved
fruitless and an aircraft was
sent aloft to search. Several
hours later, the bus was
spotted from the air. It had
been driven into a dry canal
and backed into a thicket of
bamboo off California 152.
Madera County Sheriff Ed
Bates said two sets of tire
tracks had been discovered
Superimposed on the bus
tracks.
The disappearance ap-
peared te be a precision mass
abduction and he was
"waiting to be contacted,"
Sheriff Bates told parents and
reporters who crowded his
command post at the
Chowchilla Police Depar-
tment on Friday.
During the early morning
hours Friday a statewide alert
was issued for at least three
vans. CHP officers were
ordered to stop all vans
carrying more than two
persons. But no hard clues or
leads "of any substance" were
reported by the FBI or local
and state officials.
Later Friday, IA. Gov.
Mervyn Dymally said it ap-
peared to him unlikely that the
group was kidnaped by
terrorists for political pur-
poses.
Dymally said a witness who
was not identified saw a white
van preceding the school bus
shortly before it vanished as it





"Christ and Sorrow" will be
the subject of the sermon by
Dr. James A. Fisher, Sr.,
minister of the First United
Methodist Chruch, at both the
8:45 and 10:50 a. m. services
on Sunday, July 18, at the
church. His text will be from
John 11:20-36.
A solo, "Come Thou and
With Us Dwell," will be sung
by Larrie Clark at both ser-
vices. The Chancel Choir,
directed by Paul Shahan with
Mrs. Richard Farrell at the
organ, will sing the anthem.
"Whom Shall I Send" at the
10:50 service.
Church School will be held
between the morning services.
The committee an
nominations will meet Sunday
at 7:30 p. m. in the ministers'
study.
The Bazaar Work Day will
be held by the United
Methodist Women on
Tuesday, July 20, at 10:30 a.
m. Each one is to bring a
sandwich and drink. .
Sid Easley, A. W. Simmons,
Jr., Mrs. Milton Jones,
Yancey Watkins, Holmes
Ellis, and Mrs. Harold
Douglas arrer the cuumrittee -
members working on the
modernization of the church.
kitchen.
The Finance Committee will
meet Wedneeday, July 21, at
seven p. m. in the social hall
Dr. David Roos To Reagan Says Pardon Could
Speak Sunday On 
Lord's Prayer Hurt Ford if Nominited
Dr. David Roos, minister of
the First Christian Church
( Disciples of Christ), will
speak on "The Bottom Line",
the ninth sermon in the series
on The Lord's Prayer, on
Sunday, July 18, at the 10:45 a.
m services at the church.
Special music will be a solo,
-When I Survey The Won-
drous Cross," sung by Ruth
Ann Mills.
Dr. Bill Seale will be the
worship leader with Amy Roos
as candle lighter and Mrs. Jim
Clinkenbeard and Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Roberts as
greeters.
Elders serving will be
Henry Holton and Eugene
Scott. Deacons will be Henry
Fulton, B. D. Hall, John Ford
Hall, Coleman McKeel, Dan
McKeel, Robert Puttoff, and
Steve Shaw.




Holy Communion 11111 be
celebrated Sunday, July 18, at
9:30 a. m. at St. John's
Episcopal Church, Main and
Broach Streets.
Rev. Stephen Davenport
will be the celebrant. Hal
Hendricks will be acolyte.
The public is invited to
attend, a church spokesman
said.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 357.9,
down 0.1. .
Below darn 303.3, up 0.3. .
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 358.0,
no change.
Below dam 309.9, up 0.8.
Sunset 8:16 p.m. Sunrise
5:50 a.m.
Moon rises 11:09 p.m.
By DOUG WHIM
Associated Press Writer
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —
Ronald Reagan sat.
President Ford's pardon of
former President Richard
Nixon is a campaign issue that
could hurt Republicans in the
fall if Ford is the GOP
nominee.
Reagan, who was scheduled
to address the Utah state
convention here today as he
sought to sweep the state's 20





"The Abundant Life" will be
the subject of both the 10:40 a.
m. and Six p. In. sermons -by
Bor. John Dale on Sunday,
July 18, at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
Jeri]y Bolls will direct the
song Service and Earl Nanny
will make the announcements.
At the morning service
Jerry Humphreys will read
the scripture from John 10:9-
10 with Stafford Curd and
Charles Humphrey to lead in
prayers.
Eddie Rogers will read the
scripture from Matthew 25:34
at the evening service. Payers
will be led by Frank Hargis
and James Harris.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Paul and
Jimmy Ragsdale. David and
Randy Wright, Dewey Yates,
and Steve Herndon will serve
on the Extension Department.
Bible Study will be held at
9:40 a. m. Sunday.
The Personal Evangelism
Class will meet each Monday
at 6:30 p. m. in the multi-
purpose room of the church.
the pardon issue on Friday. It
marked the first time that the
former California governor.
had mentioned Watergate in
his campaign for the





pastor of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church, will speak at
both the eleven a. m. and 7:15
p. m. worship services oePt
Sunday, July 18, at the church.
The Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
at the piano and Mrs. Jim
Neale at the organ, will sing
"Each Step I Take." A solo
will be sung by Mrs. Sandy
Outland.
Lenon Hall,' deacon of the
week, will- read the scripture
and lead in prayer in the
morning services.
The Youth Choir will meet
at six p. m. Sunday for
practice and will sing in the
evening service.
Sunday School will be at ten
m. and Church Traning at
6:30p.m.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mrs. Della Boggess,
Mrs. Mary Boyd, and Mrs.
Kathryn Starks.
appearances Thursday and
Friday n Pennsylvania and
Utah, Reagan modified his
arguments for Republican
support with new tough
language, reacting to
Watergate comments in the
Democratic National Con-
vention earlier this week.
Reagan condemned it as
"brutal" campaign talk by
Democrats, but he repeated it
at each opportunity Friday.
"Those of you who might
have watched the
(Democratic) convention the
last few days saw a strategy
outlined," Reagan told Utah
supporters. -They talked -
repeatedly of the* Nixon-
Agnew-Ford years, as they
put ,it of the man who
pardoned Nixon, and this is
going to be their target.
. "But when I'm nominated,
they're going to have to
change their strategy,
because I wasn't there ( in the
White House)," Reagan said.
Ford leads Reagan
nationwide, 1,031 delegates to
1,000 with 1,130 needed for the
nomination. There are -172
uncommitted delegates and 55
to be elected today in Utah and
Connecticut state conventions.
Reagan conceded all of the
35 delegates to be selected in
Connecticut to Ford, but he
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We are preparing to go to market to purchase the 1977 lines of Lawn and Gorden Equipment so
We must sell current Stock--We can not carry it over.
60 days same as cash-Financing available
206 [Main
Murray Suppir-CL-
West Kentucky's Bargain Center
Phone 753-8194
•
